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PREVIEW

In this chapter, we explore the role of error signals to characterize feedback control 
system performance, including the reduction of sensitivity to model uncertainties, 
disturbance rejection, measurement noise attenuation, steady-state errors, and tran-
sient response characteristics. The error signal is employed in the feedback control 
system via negative feedback. We discuss the sensitivity of a system to parameter 
changes, since it is desirable to minimize the effects of parameter variations and 
uncertainties. We also wish to diminish the effect of unwanted disturbances and 
measurement noise on the ability of the system to track a desired input. We then 
describe the transient and steady-state performance of a feedback system and show 
how this performance can be readily improved with feedback. The chapter con-
cludes with a system performance analysis of the Sequential Design Example: Disk 
Drive Read System.

DESIRED OUTCOMES 

Upon completion of Chapter 4, students should:

 ! Be aware of the central role of error signals in analysis of control systems.

 ! Recognize the improvements afforded by feedback control in reducing system 
 sensitivity to parameter changes, disturbance rejection, and measurement noise 
attenuation.

 ! Understand the differences between controlling the transient response and the 
 steady-state response of a system.

 ! Have a sense of the benefits and costs of feedback in the control design process.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

A control system is defined as an interconnection of components forming a system 
that will provide a desired system response. Because the desired system response is 
known, a signal proportional to the error between the desired and the actual  response 
is generated. The use of this signal to control the process results in a closed-loop 
sequence of operations that is called a feedback system. This closed-loop  sequence 
of operations is shown in Figure 4.1. The introduction of feedback to improve the 
control system is often necessary. It is interesting that this is also the case for sys-
tems in nature, such as biological and physiological systems; feedback is inherent 
in these systems. For example, the human heartrate control system is a feedback 
control  system. To illustrate the characteristics and advantages of introducing feed-
back, we consider a single-loop feedback system. Although many control systems 
are  multiloop, a thorough comprehension of the benefits of feedback can best be 
obtained from the single-loop system and then extended to multiloop systems.

An open-loop system, or a system without feedback, is shown in Figure 4.2. The 
disturbance, Td1s2, directly influences the output, Y1s2. In the absence of feedback, 
the control system is highly sensitive to disturbances and to both knowledge of and 
variations in parameters of G1s2.

If the open-loop system does not provide a satisfactory response, then a suitable 
cascade controller, Gc1s2, can be inserted preceding the process, G1s2, as shown in 
Figure 4.3. Then it is necessary to design the cascade transfer function, Gc1s2G1s2, 
so that the resulting transfer function provides the desired transient response. This is 
known as open-loop control.
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By contrast, a closed-loop negative feedback control system is shown in Figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.3 Open-loop control system (without feedback). (a) Signal-flow graph. (b) Block diagram.

An open-loop system operates without feedback and directly generates the 
output in response to an input signal.

A closed-loop system uses a measurement of the output signal and a 
 comparison with the desired output to generate an error signal that is used 

by!the controller to adjust the actuator.
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Despite the cost and increased system complexity, closed-loop feedback control 

has the following advantages:

 ! Decreased sensitivity of the system to variations in the parameters of the process.

 ! Improved rejection of the disturbances.

 ! Improved measurement noise attenuation.

 ! Improved reduction of the steady-state error of the system.

 ! Easy control and adjustment of the transient response of the system.

In this chapter, we examine how the application of feedback can result in the bene -
fits listed above. Using the notion of a tracking error signal, it will be readily appar -
ent that it is possible to utilize feedback with a controller in the loop to  improve 
system performance.

4.2 ERROR SIGNAL ANALYSIS

The closed-loop feedback control system shown in Figure 4.4 has three  inputs— 
R1s2, Td1s2, and N1s2—and one output, Y1s2. The signals Td1s2 and N1s2 are the 
 disturbance and measurement noise signals, respectively. Define the tracking 
error as

 E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2. (4.1)

For ease of discussion, we will consider a unity feedback system, that is, H1s2 = 1, 
in Figure 4.4. The influence of a nonunity feedback element in the loop will be con-
sidered later.

After some block diagram manipulation, we find that the output is given by

Y1s2 =
Gc1s2G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  R1s2 +
G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  Td1s2-  
Gc1s2G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  N1s2. 

(4.2)

Therefore, with E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2, we have

E1s2 =
1

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  R1s2-  
G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  Td1s2 +
Gc1s2G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  N1s2. 

(4.3)

Define the function

L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2.

The function, L1s2, is known as the loop gain and plays a fundamental role in con-
trol system analysis [12]. In terms of L1s2, the tracking error is given by

 E1s2 =
1

1 + L1s2  R1s2 -
G1s2

1 + L1s2  Td1s2 +
L1s2

1 + L1s2  N1s2. (4.4)

We can define the function

F1s2 = 1 + L1s2.
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Then, in terms of F1s2, we define the sensitivity function as

 S1s2 =
1

F1s2 =
1

1 + L1s2. (4.5)

Similarly, in terms of the loop gain, we define the complementary sensitivity function as

 C1s2 =
L1s2

1 + L1s2. (4.6)

In terms of the functions S1s2 and C1s2, we can write the tracking error as

 E1s2 = S1s2R1s2 - S1s2G1s2Td1s2 + C1s2N1s2. (4.7)

Examining Equation (4.7), we see that (for a given G1s2), if we want to minimize the 
tracking error, we want both S1s2 and C1s2 to be small. Remember that S1s2 and 
C1s2 are!both functions of the controller, Gc1s2, which the control engineer designs. 
However, the following special relationship between S1s2 and C1s2 holds

 S1s2 + C1s2 = 1. (4.8)

Clearly, we cannot simultaneously make S1s2 and C1s2 small, hence design compro-
mises must be made.

To analyze the tracking error equation, we need to understand what it means for 
a transfer function to be “large” or to be “small.” The discussion of magnitude of a 
transfer function is the subject of Chapters 8 and 9 on frequency response  methods. 
However, for our purposes here, we describe the magnitude of the loop gain L1s2!by 
considering the magnitude ! L1 jv2 !  over the range of frequencies, v, of interest.

Considering the tracking error in Equation (4.4), it is evident that, for a given 
G1s2, to reduce the influence of the disturbance, Td1s2, on the tracking error, E1s2,  
we desire L1s2 to be large over the range of frequencies that characterize the distur -
bances. That way, the transfer function G1s2>11 + L1s22 will be small, thereby 
reducing the influence of Td1s2. Since L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2, this implies that we 
need to design the controller Gc1s2 to have a large magnitude over the import-
ant range of frequencies. Conversely, to attenuate the measurement noise, N1s2,  
and reduce the influence on the tracking error, we desire L1s2 to be small over 
the range of frequencies that characterize the measurement noise. The transfer 
function L1s2>11 + L1s22 will be small, thereby reducing the influence of N1s2.  
Again, since L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2, that implies that we need to design the control-
ler Gc1s2 to have a small magnitude over the important range of frequencies. 
Fortunately, the apparent conflict between wanting to make Gc1s2 large to reject 
disturbances and the wanting to make Gc1s2 small to attenuate measurement noise 
can be addressed in the design phase by making the loop gain, L1s2, large at low fre-
quencies ( generally associated with the frequency range of disturbances), and mak-
ing L1s2 small at high frequencies (generally associated with measurement noise).

More discussion on disturbance rejection and measurement noise attenuation 
follows in the subsequent sections. Next, we discuss how we can use feedback to re-
duce the sensitivity of the system to variations and uncertainty in parameters in the 
process, G1s2. This is accomplished by analyzing the tracking error in Equation (4.2) 
when Td1s2 = N1s2 = 0.
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4.3 SENSITIVITY OF CONTROL SYSTEMS TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS

A process, represented by the transfer function G1s2 is subject to a changing envi-
ronment, aging, uncertainty in the exact values of the process parameters, and other 
factors that affect a control process. In the open-loop system, all these errors and 
changes result in a changing and inaccurate output. However, a closed-loop system 
senses the change in the output due to the process changes and attempts to correct 
the output. The sensitivity of a control system to parameter variations is of prime 
importance. A primary advantage of a closed-loop feedback control system is its 
ability to reduce the system’s sensitivity [1–4, 18].

For the closed-loop case, if Gc1s2G1s2 W 1 for all complex frequencies of in-
terest, we can use Equation (4.2) to obtain (letting Td1s2 = 0 and N1s2 = 0)

Y1s2 " R1s2.

The output is approximately equal to the input. However, the condition Gc1s2
G1s2 W 1 may cause the system response to be highly oscillatory and even unstable. 
But the fact that increasing the magnitude of the loop gain reduces the effect of G1s2 
on the output is a useful result. Therefore, the first advantage of a feedback system 
is that the effect of the variation of the parameters of the process, G1s2, is reduced.

Suppose the process (or plant) G1s2 undergoes a change such that the true 
plant model is G1s2 + #G1s2. The change in the plant may be due to a changing 
external environment or it may represent the uncertainty in certain plant parame-
ters. We consider the effect on the tracking error E1s2 due to #G1s2. Utilizing the 
principle of superposition, we let Td1s2 = N1s2 = 0 and consider only the refer-
ence input R1s2. From Equation (4.3), it follows that

E1s2 + #E1s2 =
1

1 + Gc1s21G1s2 + #G1s22  R1s2.
Then the change in the tracking error is

#E1s2 =
-Gc1s2#G1s211 + Gc1s2G1s2 + Gc1s2#G1s2211 + Gc1s2G1s22  R1s2.

Since we usually find that Gc1s2G1s2 W Gc1s2 #G1s2, we have

#E1s2 L
-Gc1s2#G1s211 + L1s222  R1s2.

We see that the change in the tracking error is reduced by the factor 1 + L1s2, 
which is generally greater than 1 over the range of frequencies of interest.

For large L1s2, we have 1 + L1s2 L L1s2, and we can approximate the change 
in the tracking error by

 #E1s2 L - 1
L1s2 

#G1s2
G1s2  R1s2. (4.9)

Larger magnitude L1s2 translates into smaller changes in the tracking error (that is, 
reduced sensitivity to changes in #G1s2 in the process). Also, larger L1s2 implies 
smaller sensitivity, S1s2. The question arises, how do we define sensitivity?
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The sensitivity of the open-loop system to changes in the plant G1s2 is equal to 1. 
The sensitivity of the closed-loop is readily obtained by using Equation (4.12). The 
system transfer function of the closed-loop system is

T1s2 =
Gc1s2G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2.

Therefore, the sensitivity of the feedback system is

SG
T =

0T
0G

# G
T

=
Gc11 + GcG22

# G
GGc>11 + GcG2

or

 SG
T =

1
1 + Gc1s2G1s2. (4.13)

We find that the sensitivity of the system may be reduced below that of the open-
loop system by increasing L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2 over the frequency range of interest. 
Note that SG

T  in Equation (4.12) is exactly the same as the sensitivity function S1s2 
given in Equation (4.5).

Often, we seek to determine ST
a, where a is a parameter within the transfer 

function, G1s2. Using the chain rule yields

 Sa
T = SG

T Sa
G. (4.14)

The system sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the percentage change in the 
system transfer function to the percentage change of the process transfer function. 
The system transfer function is

 T1s2 =
Y1s2
R1s2, (4.10)

and therefore the sensitivity is defined as

 S =
#T1s2>T1s2
#G1s2>G1s2. (4.11)

In the limit, for small incremental changes, Equation (4.11) becomes

 S =
0T>T
0G>G

=
0 ln T
0 ln G

. (4.12)

System sensitivity is the ratio of the change in the system transfer  function 
to!the change of a process transfer function (or parameter) for a small 

 incremental change.
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Very often, the transfer function of the system T1s2 is a fraction of the form [1]

 T1s, a2 =
N1s, a2
D1s, a2, (4.15)

where a is a parameter that may be subject to variation due to the environment. 
Then we may obtain the sensitivity to a by rewriting Equation (4.11) as

 Sa
T =

0 ln T
0 ln a

=
0 ln N
0 ln a

2
a=a0

- 0 ln D
0 ln a

2
a=a0

= Sa
N - Sa

D, (4.16)

where a0 is the nominal value of the parameter.
An important advantage of feedback control systems is the ability to reduce the 

effect of the variation of parameters of a control system by adding a feedback loop. 
To obtain highly accurate open-loop systems, the components of the open-loop, 
G1s2, must be selected carefully in order to meet the exact specifications. However, 
a closed-loop system allows G1s2 to be less accurately specified because the sensi-
tivity to changes or errors in G1s2 is reduced by the loop gain L1s2. This benefit of 
closed-loop systems is a profound advantage. A simple example will illustrate the 
value of feedback for reducing sensitivity.

EXAMPLE 4.1 Feedback amplifier

An amplifier used in many applications has a gain -Ka, as shown in Figure 4.5(a). 
The output voltage is

 Vo1s2 = -KaVin1s2. (4.17)

We often add feedback using a potentiometer Rp, as shown in Figure 4.5(b). The 
transfer function of the amplifier without feedback is

 T1s2 = -Ka, (4.18)

and the sensitivity to changes in the amplifier gain is

 SKa
T = 1. (4.19)

The block diagram model of the amplifier with feedback is shown in Figure 4.6, 
where

 b =
R2

R1
 (4.20)

(a)

-

+

-

+

Vin(s) Vo(s)
Gain
- Ka

(b)

Vin(s) Vo(s)

Gain
- Ka

Rp

R1

R2

FIGURE 4.5 
(a) Open-loop  
amplifier. 
(b)!Amplifier with 
feedback.
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and

 Rp = R1 + R2. (4.21)

The closed-loop transfer function of the feedback amplifier is

 T1s2 =
-Ka

1 + Kab
. (4.22)

The sensitivity of the closed-loop feedback amplifier is

 SKa
T = SG

T SKa
G =

1
1 + Kab

. (4.23)

If Ka is large, the sensitivity is low. For example, if

 Ka = 104 and b = 0.1, (4.24)

we have

 SKa
T =

1
1 + 103 L 1

1000
, (4.25)

or the magnitude is one-thousandth of the magnitude of the open-loop amplifier.
We shall return to the concept of sensitivity in subsequent chapters. These 

chapters will emphasize the importance of sensitivity in the design and analysis of 
control systems. "

4.4 DISTURBANCE SIGNALS IN A FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM

Many control systems are subject to extraneous disturbance signals that cause the 
system to provide an inaccurate output. Electronic amplifiers have inherent noise 
generated within the integrated circuits or transistors; radar antennas are subjected 
to wind gusts; and many systems generate unwanted distortion signals due to non-
linear elements. An important effect of feedback in a control system is the reduction 

(a) (b)

1

-1

Vo(s)Vin(s)

- Ka

1 + Ka(b + 1) +

-

Ea(s)
Vo(s)Vin(s)

- Ka

1 + Ka(b + 1)

FIGURE 4.6 Block diagram model of feedback amplifier assuming Rp W R0 of the amplifier.
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of the effect of disturbance signals. A disturbance signal is an unwanted input signal 
that affects the output signal. The benefit of feedback systems is that the effect of 
distortion, noise, and unwanted disturbances can be effectively reduced.

+PZ[\YIHUJL�9LQLJ[PVU
When R1s2 = N1s2 = 0, it follows from Equation (4.4) that

E1s2 = -S1s2G1s2Td1s2 = -
G1s2

1 + L1s2  Td1s2.

For a fixed G1s2 and a given Td1s2, as the loop gain L1s2 increases, the effect of Td1s2 
on the tracking error decreases. In other words, the sensitivity function S1s2 is small 
when the loop gain is large. We say that large loop gain leads to good disturbance 
 rejection. More precisely, for good disturbance rejection, we require a large loop gain 
over the frequencies of interest associated with the expected disturbance signals.

In practice, the disturbance signals are often low frequency. When that is the 
case, we say that we want the loop gain to be large at low frequencies. This is equiv-
alent to stating that we want to design the controller Gc1s2 so that the sensitivity 
function S1s2 is small at low frequencies.

As a specific example of a system with an unwanted disturbance, let us consider 
again the speed control system for a steel rolling mill [19]. The rolls, which process 
steel, are subjected to large load changes or disturbances. As a steel bar approaches 
the rolls (see Figure 4.7), the rolls are empty. However, when the bar engages in the 
rolls, the load on the rolls increases immediately to a large value. This loading effect 
can be approximated by a step change of disturbance torque.

The transfer function model of an armature-controlled DC motor with a load 
torque disturbance was determined in Example 2.5 and is shown in Figure 4.8, 
where it is assumed that La is negligible. Let R1s2 = 0 and examine E1s2 = -v1s2, 
for a disturbance Td1s2.

Steel bar

Conveyor

Rolls

FIGURE 4.7 
Steel rolling mill.
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1
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Km

Disturbance
Td(s)

FIGURE 4.8 
Open-loop speed 
control system 
(without tachometer 
feedback).
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The change in speed due to the load disturbance is then

 E1s2 = -v1s2 =
1

Js + b + KmKb>Ra
 Td1s2. (4.26)

The steady-state error in speed due to the load torque, Td1s2 = D>s, is found by 
using the final-value theorem. Therefore, for the open-loop system, we have

 lim
tS$

E1t2 = lim 
sS0

sE1s2 = lim
sS0

 s 
1

Js + b + KmKb>Ra
 ¢D

s
!

  =
D

b + KmKb>Ra
= -v01$2.  (4.27)

The closed-loop speed control system is shown in block diagram form in Figure 4.9. 
The closed-loop system is shown in signal-flow graph and block diagram form in 
 Fig ure!4.10, where G11s2 = KaKm>Ra, G21s2 = 1>1Js + b2, and H1s2 = Kt + Kb>Ka. 
The error, E1s2 = -v1s2, of the closed-loop system of Figure 4.10 is:

 E1s2 = -v1s2 =
G21s2

1 + G11s2G21s2H1s2  Td1s2. (4.28)

Then, if G1G2H1s2 is much greater than 1 over the range of s, we obtain the approx-
imate result

 E1s2 L 1
G11s2H1s2  Td1s2. (4.29)

Therefore, if G11s2H1s2 is made sufficiently large, the effect of the disturbance can 
be decreased by closed-loop feedback. Note that

G11s2H1s2 =
KaKm

Ra
 ¢Kt +

Kb

Ka
! L

KaKmKt

Ra
,

-

+

-

+ -

+
R(s)

1
Js + b

Km

Ra

Vt(s)

Ampli!er
Ea(s)

Ka

Kb

Kt

Tm(s)

Td(s)

TL(s)
v(s)

TachometerFIGURE 4.9 
Closed-loop speed 
tachometer control 
system.
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since Ka W Kb. Thus, we seek a large amplifier gain, Ka, while minimizing Ra. The 
error for the system shown in Figure 4.10 is

E1s2 = R1s2 - v1s2,

and R1s2 = vd1s2, the desired speed. Let R1s2 = 0 and examine v1s2 yielding

  v1s2 =
-1

Js + b + 1Km>Ra21KtKa + Kb2  Td1s2. (4.30)

The steady-state output is obtained by utilizing the final-value theorem, and we have

 lim
tS$

v1t2 = lim
sS0

1sv1s22 =
-1

b + 1Km>Ra21Kt Ka + Kb2  D; (4.31)

when the amplifier gain Ka is sufficiently high, we have

 v1$2 L
-Ra

KaKmKt
 D = vc1$2. (4.32)

The ratio of closed-loop to open-loop steady-state speed output due to an undesired 
disturbance is

 
vc1$2
v01$2 =

Rab + KmKb

KaKmKt
 (4.33)

and is usually less than 0.02. 

4LHZ\YLTLU[�5VPZL�([[LU\H[PVU
When R1s2 = Td1s2 = 0, it follows from Equation (4.4) that

E1s2 = C1s2N1s2 =
L1s2

1 + L1s2  N1s2.

(b)(a)

R(s)
Ea(s)

-

+ -

+
G2(s)

Td(s)

G1(s)

H(s)

v(s)

Td(s)

-1

- H(s)

R(s)
G2(s)G1(s)1 Ea(s)

v(s)

FIGURE 4.10 Closed-loop system. (a) Signal-flow graph model. (b) Block diagram model.
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As the loop gain L1s2 decreases, the effect of N1s2 on the tracking error decreases. 
In other words, the complementary sensitivity function C1s2 is small when the loop 
gain L1s2 is small. If we design Gc1s2 such that L1s2 V 1, then the noise is atten-
uated because

C1s2 L L1s2.

We see that small loop gain leads to good noise attenuation. More precisely, for 
effective measurement noise attenuation, we need a small loop gain over the fre-
quencies associated with the expected noise signals.

In practice, measurement noise signals are often high frequency. Thus we want 
the loop gain to be low at high frequencies. This is equivalent to a small complemen-
tary sensitivity function at high frequencies. The separation of disturbances (at!low 
frequencies) and measurement noise (at high frequencies) is very fortunate be-
cause it gives the control system designer a way to approach the design process: the 
controller should be high gain at low frequencies and low gain at high frequencies. 
Remember that by low and high we mean that the loop gain magnitude is low/high 
at the various high/low frequencies. It is not always the case that the disturbances 
are low frequency or that the measurement noise is high frequency. If the frequency 
separation does not exist, the design process usually becomes more involved (for 
example, we may have to use notch filters to reject disturbances at known high 
 frequencies). A noise signal that is prevalent in many systems is the noise gener-
ated by the measurement sensor. This noise, N1s2, can be represented as shown in 
Figure!4.4. The effect of the noise on the output is

 Y1s2 =
-Gc1s2G1s2

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  N1s2, (4.34)

which is approximately

 Y1s2 M -N1s2, (4.35)

for large loop gain L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2. This is consistent with the earlier discussion 
that smaller loop gain leads to measurement noise attentuation. Clearly, the designer 
must shape the loop gain appropriately.

The equivalency of sensitivity, SG
T , and the response of the closed-loop system 

tracking error to a reference input can be illustrated by considering Figure 4.4. The 
sensitivity of the system to G1s2 is

 SG
T =

1
1 + Gc1s2G1s2 =

1
1 + L1s2. (4.36)

The effect of the reference on the tracking error (with Td1s2 = 0 and N1s2 = 0) is

 
E1s2
R1s2 =

1
1 + Gc1s2G1s2 =

1
1 + L1s2. (4.37)

In both cases, we find that the undesired effects can be alleviated by increasing 
the loop gain. Feedback in control systems primarily reduces the sensitivity of the 
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system to parameter variations and the effect of disturbance inputs. Note that the 
measures taken to reduce the effects of parameter variations or disturbances are 
equivalent, and fortunately, they reduce simultaneously. As a final illustration, con-
sider the effect of the noise on the tracking error,

 
E1s2
Td1s2 =

Gc1s2G1s2
1 + Gc1s2G1s2 =

L1s2
1 + L1s2. (4.38)

We find that the undesired effects of measurement noise can be alleviated by de-
creasing the loop gain. Keeping in mind the relationship

S1s2 + C1s2 = 1,

the trade-off in the design process is evident.

4.5 CONTROL OF THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE

One of the most important characteristics of control systems is their transient 
 response. The transient response is the response of a system as a function of time 
before steady-state. Because the purpose of control systems is to provide a desired 
response, the transient response often must be adjusted until it is satisfactory. If an 
open-loop control system does not provide a satisfactory response, then the loop 
transfer function, Gc1s2G1s2, must be adjusted. To make this concept more compre-
hensible, consider a specific control system which may be operated in an open- or 
closed-loop manner. A speed control system, as shown in Figure 4.11, is often used 
in industrial processes to move materials and products. The transfer function of the 
open-loop system (without feedback) is given by

 
v1s2
Va1s2 = G1s2 =

K1

t1s + 1
, (4.39)

where

K1 =
Km

Rab + KbKm
 and t1 =

RaJ
Rab + KbKm

.

-

+
k2

Ra

Va

Ia

Speed
v(t)

J, b
Load

if = Constant !eld current

EFIGURE 4.11 
Open-loop speed 
control system 
(without feedback).
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In the case of a steel mill, the inertia of the rolls is quite large, and a large 
 armature-controlled motor is required. If the steel rolls are subjected to a step command

 R1s2 =
k2E

s
, (4.40)

the output response of the open-loop control system shown in Figure 4.12(a)

 v1s2 = KaG1s2R1s2. (4.41)

The transient speed change is then

 v1t2 = KaK11k2E211 - e-t>t12. (4.42)

If this transient response is too slow, we must choose another motor with a 
different time constant t1, if possible. However, because t1 is dominated by the 
load inertia, J, it may not be possible to achieve much alteration of the transient 
response.

A closed-loop speed control system is easily obtained by using a tachometer 
to generate a voltage proportional to the speed, as shown in Figure 4.12(b). This 
 voltage is subtracted from the potentiometer voltage and amplified as shown in 
Figure 4.12. The closed-loop transfer function is

  
v1s2
R1s2 =

KaG1s2
1 + KaKtG1s2 =

KaK1>t1

s + 11 + KaKtK12>t1
. (4.43)

The amplifier gain, Ka, may be adjusted to meet the required transient response 
specifications. Also, the tachometer gain constant, Kt, may be varied, if necessary.

The transient response to a step change in the input command is

 v1t2 =
KaK1

1 + KaKtK1
 1k2E211 - e-pt2, (4.44)

(a)

Speed
v(s)

Ampli!er
Ka

Va(s) Motor
G(s)

R(s) = k2E
s

(b)

-

+ Speed
v(s)

Ampli!er
Ka

Va(s)

Vt(s)

Motor
G(s)

Tachometer
Kt

R(s) = k2E
s

FIGURE 4.12 
(a) Open-loop 
speed control 
 system.  
(b) Closed-loop 
speed control 
system.
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where p = 11 + KaKtK12>t1. Because the load inertia is assumed to be very large, 
we alter the response by increasing Ka. Thus, we have the approximate response

 v1t2 L 1
Kt

 1k2E2B1 - exp¢ -1KaKtK12t
t1

! R . (4.45)

For a typical application, the open-loop pole might be 1>t1 = 0.10, whereas the 
closed-loop pole could be at least 1KaKtK12>t1 = 10, a factor of one hundred in the 
improvement of the speed of response. To attain the gain KaKtK1, the amplifier gain 
Ka must be reasonably large, and the armature voltage signal to the motor and its 
associated torque signal must be larger for the closed-loop than for the open-loop 
operation. Therefore, a higher-power motor will be required to avoid saturation of 
the motor. The responses of the closed-loop system and the open-loop system are 
shown in Figure 4.13. Note the rapid response of the closed-loop system relative to 
the open-loop system.

While we are considering this speed control system, it will be worthwhile to de-
termine the sensitivity of the open- and closed-loop systems. As before, the sensitiv-
ity of the open-loop system to a variation in the motor constant or the potentiometer 
constant k2 is unity. The sensitivity of the closed-loop system to a variation in Km is

SKm
T = SG

T SKm
G L

[s + 11>t12]
s + 1KaKtK1 + 12>t1

.

Using the typical values given in the previous paragraph, we have

SKm
T L

1s + 0.102
s + 10

.

We find that the sensitivity is a function of s and must be evaluated for various 
values of frequency. This type of frequency analysis is straightforward but will 

Closed-loop

Open-loop
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FIGURE 4.13 
The response of 
the open-loop and 
closed-loop speed 
control system 
when t = 10 and 
K1KaKt = 100. The 
time to reach 98% 
of the final value for 
the open-loop and 
closed-loop  system 
is 40 seconds and 
0.4 seconds, 
respectively.
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be deferred until a later chapter. However, it is clearly seen that at a specific low 
 frequency—for example, s = jv = j1—the magnitude of the sensitivity is approxi-
mately ! SKm

T ! " 0.1.

4.6 STEADY-STATE ERROR

A feedback control system provides the engineer with the ability to adjust the tran-
sient response. In addition, as we have seen, the sensitivity of the system and the 
effect of disturbances can be reduced significantly. However, as a further require-
ment, we must examine and compare the final steady-state error for an open-loop 
and a closed-loop system. The steady-state error is the error after the transient re-
sponse has decayed, leaving only the continuous response.

The error of the open-loop control system shown in Figure 4.3 is

 E01s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2 = 11 - Gc1s2G1s22R1s2, (4.46)

when Td1s2 = 0. Figure 4.4 shows the closed-loop system. When Td1s2 = 0 and 
N1s2 = 0, and we let H1s2 = 1, the tracking error is given by

 Ec1s2 =
1

1 + Gc1s2G1s2  R1s2. (4.47)

To calculate the steady-state error, we use the final-value theorem

 lim
tS$

e1t2 = lim
sS0 sE1s2. (4.48)

Therefore, using a unit step input as a comparable input, we obtain for the open-
loop system

  eo1$2 = lim
sS0 s11 - Gc1s2G1s22¢ 1

s
! = lim

sS0 11 - Gc1s2G1s22
  = 1 - Gc102G102.  (4.49)

For the closed-loop system we have

 ec1$2 = lim
sS0 s¢ 1

1 + Gc1s2G1s2 ! ¢ 1
s
! =

1
1 + Gc102G102. (4.50)

The value of Gc1s2G1s2 when s = 0 is often called the DC gain and is normally 
greater than one. Therefore, the open-loop control system will usually have a 
steady-state error of significant magnitude. By contrast, the closed-loop system with 
a reasonably large DC loop gain L102 = Gc102G102 will have a small steady-state 
error.

Upon examination of Equation (4.49), we note that the open-loop control 
system can possess a zero steady-state error by adjusting and calibrating the sys-
tems DC gain, Gc102G102, so that Gc102G102 = 1. Therefore, we may logically 
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ask, What is the advantage of the closed-loop system in this case? To answer this 
 question, we return to the concept of the sensitivity of the system to parameter 
uncertainty in G1s2 and changes over time in those parameters. In the open-loop 
control system, we may calibrate the system so that Gc102G102 = 1, but during the 
operation of the system, it is inevitable that the parameters of G1s2 will change 
due to environmental changes and that the DC gain of the system will no longer 
be equal to 1. Because it is an open-loop control system, the steady-state error will 
not equal zero. By contrast, the closed-loop feedback system continually monitors 
the steady-state error and provides an actuating signal to reduce the steady-state 
error. Because systems are susceptible to parameter drift, environmental effects, 
and  calibration errors, negative feedback provides benefits.

The advantage of the closed-loop system is that it reduces the steady-state error 
 resulting from parameter changes and calibration errors. This may be illustrated by 
an example. Consider a unity feedback system with a process transfer function and 
controller

 G1s2 =
K

ts + 1
  and  Gc1s2 =

Ka

t1s + 1
, (4.51)

respectively. Which could represent a thermal control process, a voltage regulator, or 
a water-level control process. For a specific setting of the desired input variable, which 
may be represented by the normalized unit step input function, we have R1s2 = 1>s. 
Then the steady-state error of the open-loop system is, as in Equation (4.49),

 e01$2 = 1 - Gc102G102 = 1 - KKa (4.52)

when a consistent set of dimensional units is utilized for R1s2 and KKa. The error 
for the closed-loop system is

Ec1s2 = R1s2 - T1s2R1s2
where T1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2>11 + Gc1s2G1s22. The steady-state error is

ec1$2 = lim
sS0 s{1 - T1s2} 

1
s

= 1 - T102.

Then we have

 ec1$2 = 1-  
KKa

1 + KKa
=

1
1 + KKa

. (4.53)

For the open-loop control system, we would calibrate the system so that KKa = 1 
and the steady-state error is zero. For the closed-loop system, we would set a large 
gain KKa. If KKa = 100, the closed-loop system steady-state error is ec1$2 = 1>101.

If the process gain drifts or changes by #K>K = 0.1 (a 10% change), the mag-
nitude of the open-loop steady-state error is ! #eo1$2 ! = 0.1. Then the percent 
change from the calibrated setting is

 
! #eo1$2 !

! r1t2 !
=

0.10
1

, (4.54)
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or 10%. By contrast, the steady-state error of the closed-loop system, with 
#K>K = 0.1, is ec1$2 = 1>91 if the gain decreases. Thus, the change is

 #ec1$2 =
1

101
- 1

91
, (4.55)

and the relative change is

 
#ec1$2
! r1t2 !

= 0.0011, (4.56)

or 0.11%. This is a significant improvement, since the closed-loop relative change is 
two orders of magnitude lower than that of the open-loop system.

4.7 THE COST OF FEEDBACK

The advantages of using feedback control have an attendant cost. The first cost of 
feedback is an increased number of components and complexity in the system. To add 
the feedback, it is necessary to consider several feedback components; the measure-
ment component (sensor) is the key one. The sensor is often the most expensive com-
ponent in a control system. Furthermore, the sensor introduces noise into the system.

The second cost of feedback is the loss of gain. For example, in a single-loop 
system, the loop gain is Gc1s2G1s2 and is reduced to Gc1s2G1s2>11 + Gc1s2G1s22 
in a unity negative feedback system. The closed-loop gain is smaller by a factor of 
1>11 + Gc1s2G1s22, which is exactly the factor that reduces the sensitivity of the 
system to parameter variations and disturbances. Usually, we have extra loop gain 
available, and we are more than willing to trade it for increased control of the sys-
tem response.

The final cost of feedback is the introduction of the possibility of instability. 
Even when the open-loop system is stable, the closed-loop system may not be 
 always stable.

The addition of feedback to dynamic systems causes more challenges for the 
designer. However, for most cases, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages, 
and a feedback system is desirable. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the addi-
tional complexity and the problem of stability when designing a control system.

We want the output of the system, Y1s2, to equal the input, R1s2. We might 
ask,!Why not set Gc1s2G1s2 = 1? (See Figure 4.3, assuming Td1s2 = 0.) In other 
words, why not let Gc1s2 be the inverse of the process G1s2. The answer to this 
question becomes apparent once we recall that the process G1s2 represents a real 
process and possesses dynamics that may not appear directly in the transfer func-
tion model. Additionally, the parameter in G1s2 may be uncertain or vary with 
time. Hence, we cannot perfectly set Gc1s2G1s2 = 1 in practice. There are other 
issues that also arise, thus it is not advisable to design the open-loop  control system 
in this fashion.
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4.8 DESIGN EXAMPLES

In this section we present two illustrative examples: the English Channel boring 
machine and a blood pressure control problem during anesthesia. The English 
Channel boring machine example focuses on the closed-loop system response to 
disturbances. The example on blood pressure control is a more in-depth look at the 
control design problem. Since patient models in the form of transfer functions are 
difficult to obtain from basic biological and physical principles, a different approach 
using measured data is discussed. The positive impact of closed-loop feedback con-
trol is illustrated in the context of design.

EXAMPLE 4.2 English Channel boring machines

The tunnel under the English Channel from France to Great Britain is 23.5 miles 
long and is bored 250 feet below sea level at its lowest-point. The tunnel is a critical 
link between Europe and Great Britain, making it possible to travel from London 
to Paris in 2 hours and 15 minutes using the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (known as 
High Speed 1).

The boring machines, operating from both ends of the channel, bored toward 
the middle. To link up accurately in the middle of the channel, a laser guidance 
system kept the machines precisely aligned. A model of the boring machine control 
is shown in Figure 4.14, where Y1s2 is the actual angle of direction of travel of the 
boring machine and R1s2 is the desired angle. The effect of load on the machine is 
represented by the disturbance, Td1s2.

The design objective is to select the gain K so that the response to input angle 
changes is desirable while we maintain minimal error due to the disturbance. The 
output due to the two inputs is

 Y1s2 =
K + 11s

s2 + 12s + K
 R1s2 + 1

s2 + 12s + K
 Td1s2. (4.57)

Thus, to reduce the effect of the disturbance, we wish to set the gain greater than 10. 
When we select K = 100 and let the disturbance be zero, we have the step response 
for a unit step input r1t2, as shown in Figure 4.15. When the input r1t2 = 0 and we 
determine the response to the unit step disturbance, we obtain y1t2 as shown in 
Figure 4.15. The effect of the disturbance is quite small. If we set the gain K equal 
to 20, we obtain the responses of y1t2 due to a unit step input r1t2 and disturbance 

1
s(s  1)

Ea(s)

Gc(s)
Controller

Td(s)

R(s)
Desired
angle

K  11s
Y(s)

Angle

G(s)
Boring machine

+
+FIGURE 4.14 

A block diagram 
model of a boring 
machine control 
system.
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Td1t2 displayed together in Figure 4.16. When K = 100, the percent overshoot is 
22% and the settling time is 0.7 s. When K = 20, the percent overshoot is 3.9% and 
the settling time is 0.9 s.

The steady-state error of the system to a unit step input R1s2 = 1>s is

 lim
tS$ e1t2 = lim

sS0
 s 

1

1 + K + 11s
s1s + 12  ¢ 1

s
! = 0. (4.58)

The steady-state value of y1t2 when the disturbance is a unit step, Td1s2 = 1>s, 
and the desired value is r1t2 = 0 is

 lim
tS$ y1t2 = lim

sS0
B 1

s1s + 122 + K
R =

1
K

. (4.59)

Thus, the steady-state value is 0.01 and 0.05 for K = 100 and 20, respectively.
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Finally, we examine the sensitivity of the system to a change in the process G1s2 

using Equation (4.12). Then

 ST
G =

s1s + 12
s1s + 122 + K

. (4.60)

For low frequencies 1|s| 6 12, the sensitivity can be approximated by

 ST
G M s

K
, (4.61)

where K Ú 20. Thus, the sensitivity of the system is reduced by increasing the gain, K.  
In this case, we choose K = 20 for a reasonable design compromise. "

EXAMPLE 4.3 Blood pressure control during anesthesia

The objectives of anethesia are to eliminate pain, awareness, and natural reflexes so 
that surgery can be conducted safely. Before about 150 years ago, alcohol, opium, 
and cannabis were used to achieve these goals, but they proved inadequate [23]. 
Pain relief was insufficient both in magnitude and duration; too little pain medica-
tion and the patient felt great pain, too much medication and the patient died or 
became comatose. In the 1850s ether was used successfully in the United States in 
tooth extractions, and shortly thereafter other means of achieving unconsciousness 
safely were developed, including the use of chloroform and nitrous oxide.

In a modern operating room, the depth of anesthesia is the responsibility of the 
anesthetist. Many vital parameters, such as blood pressure, heart rate, temperature, 
blood oxygenation, and exhaled carbon dioxide, are controlled within acceptable 
bounds by the anesthetist. Of course, to ensure patient safety, adequate anesthesia 
must be maintained during the entire surgical procedure. Any assistance that the 
anesthetist can obtain automatically will increase the safety margins by freeing the 
anesthetist to attend to other functions not easily automated. This is an example of 
human computer interaction for the overall control of a process. Clearly, patient 
safety is the ultimate objective. Our control goal then is to develop an automated 
system to regulate the depth of anesthesia. This function is amenable to automatic 
control and in fact is in routine use in clinical applications [24, 25].

We consider how to measure the depth of anesthesia. Many anesthetists 
 regard mean arterial pressure (MAP) as the most reliable measure of the depth of 
 anesthesia [26]. The level of the MAP serves as a guide for the delivery of inhaled 
 anesthesia. Based on clinical experience and the procedures followed by the anes-
thetist, we determine that the variable to be controlled is the mean arterial pressure.

The elements of the control system design process emphasized in this example 
are illustrated in Figure 4.17. From the control system design perspective, the con-
trol goal can be stated in more concrete terms:

Control Goal
Regulate the mean arterial pressure to any desired set-point and maintain the 
prescribed set-point in the presence of unwanted disturbances.
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Associated with the stated control goal, we identify the variable to be controlled:

Variable to Be Controlled
Mean arterial pressure (MAP).

Because it is our desire to develop a system that will be used in clinical appli-
cations, it is essential to establish realistic design specifications. In general terms 
the control system should have minimal complexity while satisfying the control 
specifications. Minimal complexity translates into increased system reliability and 
decreased cost.

The closed-loop system should respond rapidly and smoothly to changes in the 
MAP set-point (made by the anesthetist) without excessive overshoot. The closed-
loop system should minimize the effects of unwanted disturbances. There are two 
important categories of disturbances: surgical disturbances, such as skin incisions 
and measurement errors, such as calibration errors and random stochastic noise. 

Three PID controllers given.
See Equation (4.65) and Table 4.1.

Regulate the mean arterial
pressure to any given set point.

Mean arterial pressure.

Five speci!cations:
    DS1: settling time
    DS2: percent overshoot
    DS3: tracking error
    DS4: disturbance rejection
    DS5: system sensitivity 

See Figure  4.18.
   Controller, pump, patient,
   and sensor.

See Equations: (4.62)–(4.64).

This chapter deals
with analysis only.

Establish the system con!guration

Obtain a model of the process, the
actuator, and the sensor

If the performance meets the speci!cations,
then !nalize the design.

If the performance does not meet the
speci!cations, then iterate the con!guration. 

Identify the variables to be controlled

Establish the control goals

Topics emphasized in this example

Write the speci!cations

Optimize the parameters and
analyze the performance

Describe a controller and select key
parameters to be adjusted

FIGURE 4.17 Elements of the control system design process emphasized in the blood pressure 
control!example.
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For example, a skin incision can increase the MAP rapidly by 10 mmHg [26]. Finally, 
since we want to apply the same control system to many different patients and we 
cannot (for practical reasons) have a separate model for each patient, we must have 
a closed-loop system that is insensitive to changes in the process parameters (that is, 
it meets the specifications for many different people).

Based on clinical experience [24], we can explicitly state the control specifica-
tions as follows:

Control Design Specifications
DS1 Settling time less than 20 minutes for a 10% step change from the MAP set-point.

DS2 Percent overshoot less than 15% for a 10% step change from the MAP set-point.

DS3 Zero steady-state tracking error to a step change from the MAP set-point.

DS4  Zero steady-state error to a step surgical disturbance input (of magnitude 
! d1t2 ! … 50) with a maximum response less than {5, of the MAP set-point.

DS5 Minimum sensitivity to process parameter changes.

We cover the notion of percent overshoot (DS1) and settling time (DS2) more thor-
oughly in Chapter 5. They fall more naturally in the category of system  performance. 
The remaining three design specifications, DS3–DS5, covering steady-state track-
ing errors (DS3), disturbance rejection (DS4), and system sensitivity to parameter 
changes (DS5) are the main topics of this chapter. The last specification, DS5, is 
somewhat vague; however, this is a characteristic of many real-world specifications. 
In the system configuration, Figure 4.18, we identify the major system elements as 
the controller, anesthesia pump/vaporizer, sensor, and patient.

The system input R1s2 is the desired mean arterial pressure change, and the 
output Y1s2 is the actual pressure change. The difference between the desired and 
the measured blood pressure change forms a signal used by the controller to de-
termine value settings to the pump/vaporizer that delivers anesthesia vapor to the 
patient.
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FIGURE 4.18 Blood pressure control system configuration.
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The model of the pump/vaporizer depends directly on the mechanical design. 
We will assume a simple pump/vaporizer, where the rate of change of the output 
vapor is equal to the input valve setting, or

u
# 1t2 = v1t2.

The transfer function of the pump is thus given by

 Gp1s2 =
U1s2
V1s2 =

1
s

. (4.62)

This is equivalent to saying that, from an input–output perspective, the pump has 
the impulse response

h1t2 = 1 t Ú 0.

Developing an accurate model of a patient is much more involved. Because 
the physiological systems in the patient (especially in a sick patient) are not easily 
modeled, a modeling procedure based on knowledge of the underlying physical pro-
cesses is not practical. Even if such a model could be developed, it would, in general, 
be a nonlinear, time-varying, multi-input, multi-output model. This type of model is 
not directly applicable here in our linear, time-invariant, single-input, single-output 
system setting.

On the other hand, if we view the patient as a system and take an input–output 
perspective, we can use the familiar concept of an impulse response. Then if we 
restrict ourselves to small changes in blood pressure from a given set-point (such as 
100 mmHg), we might make the case that in a small region around the set-point the 
patient behaves in a linear time-invariant fashion. This approach fits well into our 
requirement to maintain the blood pressure around a given set-point (or baseline). 
The impulse response approach to modeling the patient response to anesthesia has 
been used successfully in the past [27].

Suppose that we take a black-box approach and obtain the impulse response 
in Figure 4.19 for a hypothetical patient. Notice that the impulse response initially 
has a time delay. This reflects the fact that it takes a finite amount of time for the 
patient MAP to respond to the infusion of anesthesia vapor. We ignore the time- 
delay in our design and analysis, but we do so with caution. In subsequent chapters 
we will learn to handle time delays. We keep in mind that the delay does exist and 
should be considered in the analysis at some point.

A reasonable fit of the data shown in Figure 4.19 is given by

y1t2 = te-pt  t Ú 0,

where p = 2 and time 1t2 is measured in minutes. Different patients are associated 
with different values of the parameter p. The corresponding transfer function is

 G1s2 =
11s + p22. (4.63)

For the sensor we assume a perfect noise-free measurement and

 H1s2 = 1. (4.64)

Therefore, we have a unity feedback system.
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A good controller for this application is a proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) controller:

 Gc1s2 = KP + sKD +
KI

s
=

KDs2 + KPs + KI

s
, (4.65)

where KP, KD, and KI are the controller gains to be determined to satisfy all design 
specifications. The selected key parameters are as follows:

Select Key Tuning Parameters
Controller gains KP, KD, and KI.

We begin the analysis by considering the steady-state errors. The tracking error 
(shown in Figure 4.18 with Td1s2 = 0 and N1s2 = 0) is

E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2 =
1

1 + Gc1s2Gp1s2G1s2  R1s2,

or

E1s2 =
s4 + 2ps3 + p2s2

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
 R1s2.

Using the final-value theorem, we determine that the steady-state tracking error is

lim
sS0 sE1s2 = lim

sS0
 

R01s4 + 2ps3 + p2s22
s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI

= 0,
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where R1s2 = R0>s is a step input of magnitude R0. Therefore,

lim
tS$ 

e1t2 = 0.

With a PID controller, we expect a zero steady-state tracking error (to a step input) 
for any nonzero values of KP, KD, and KI. The integral term, KI>s, in the PID con-
troller is the reason that the steady-state error to a unit step is zero. Thus design 
specification DS3 is satisfied.

When considering the effect of a step disturbance input, we let R1s2 = 0 and 
N1s2 = 0. We want the steady-state output Y1s2 to be zero for a step disturbance. 
The transfer function from the disturbance Td1s2 to the output Y1s2 is

 Y1s2 =
-G1s2

1 + Gc1s2Gp1s2G1s2  Td1s2
 =

-s2

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
 Td1s2.

When

Td1s2 =
D0

s
,

we find that

lim 
sS0

sY1s2 = lim
sS0

 
-D0s2

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
= 0.

Therefore,

lim
tS$ y1t2 = 0.

Thus a step disturbance of magnitude D0 will produce no output in the steady-state, 
as desired.

The sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer function to changes in p is given by

Sp
T = SG

T Sp
G.

We compute Sp
G as follows:

Sp
G =

0G1s2
0p

 
p

G1s2 =
-2p

s + p
,

and

SG
T =

1
1 + Gc1s2Gp1s2G1s2 =

s21s + p22

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
.

Therefore,

 Sp
T = SG

T Sp
G = -

2p1s + p2s2

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
. (4.66)
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We must evaluate the sensitivity function Sp
T, at various values of frequency. For low 

frequencies we can approximate the system sensitivity Sp
T by

Sp
T L

2p2s2

KI
.

So at low frequencies and for a given p we can reduce the system sensitivity to vari-
ations in p by increasing the PID gain, KI. Suppose that three PID gain sets have 
been proposed, as shown in Table 4.1. With p = 2 and the PID gains given as the 
cases 1–3 in Table 4.1, we can plot the magnitude of the sensitivity Sp

T as a function 
of frequency for each PID controller. The result is shown in Figure 4.20. We see that 
by using the PID 3 controller with the gains KP = 6, KD = 4, and KI = 4, we have 
the smallest system sensitivity (at low frequencies) to changes in the process param-
eter, p. PID 3 is the controller with the largest gain KI. As the frequency increases 
we see in Figure 4.20 that the sensitivity increases, and that PID 3 has the highest 
peak sensitivity.

;HISL�4.1 PID Controller Gains and System Performance Results

 PID KP KD KI

Input response 
overshoot (%)

Settling  
time (min)

Disturbance response 
overshoot (%)

1 6 4 1 14.0 10.9 5.25
2 5 7 2 14.2  8.7 4.39
3 6 4 4 39.7 11.1 5.16
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Now we consider the transient response. Suppose we want to reduce the MAP 
by a 10% step change. The associated input is

R1s2 =
R0

s
=

10
s

.

The step response for each PID controller is shown in Figure 4.21. PID 1 and PID!2 
meet the settling time and overshoot specifications; however PID 3 has excessive 
overshoot. The overshoot is the amount the system output exceeds the desired steady-
state response. In this case the desired steady-state response is a 10% decrease in the 
baseline MAP. When a 15% overshoot is realized, the MAP is decreased by 11.5%, 
as illustrated in Figure 4.21. The settling time is the time required for the system out-
put to settle within a certain percentage (for example, 2%) of the desired steady-state 
output amplitude. We cover the notions of overshoot and settling time more thor-
oughly in Chapter 5. The overshoot and settling times are summarized in Table 4.1.

We conclude the analysis by considering the disturbance response. From previ-
ous analysis we know that the transfer function from the disturbance input Td1s2 to 
the output Y1s2 is

 Y1s2 =
-G1s2

1 + Gc1s2Gp1s2G1s2  Td1s2
 =

-s2

s4 + 2ps3 + 1p2 + KD2s2 + KPs + KI
 Td1s2.

To investigate design specification DS4, we compute the disturbance step response with

Td1s2 =
D0

s
=

50
s

.
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This is the maximum magnitude disturbance 1 ! Td1t2 ! = D0 = 502. Since any step 
disturbance of smaller magnitude (that is, ! Td1t2 ! = D0 6 50) will result in a smaller 
maximum output response, we need only to consider the maximum magnitude step 
disturbance input when determining whether design specification DS4 is satisfied.

The unit step disturbance for each PID controller is shown in Figure 4.22. 
Controller PID 2 meets design specification DS4 with a maximum response less 
than {5, of the MAP set-point, while controllers PID 1 and 3 nearly meet the 
 specification. The peak output values for each controller are summarized in Table 4.1.

In summary, given the three PID controllers, we would select PID 2 as the con-
troller of choice. It meets all the design specifications while providing a reasonable 
insensitivity to changes in the plant parameter. "

4.9 CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS USING CONTROL DESIGN SOFTWARE

In this section, the advantages of feedback will be illustrated with two examples. In 
the first example, we will introduce feedback control to a speed tachometer system 
in an effort to reject disturbances. The tachometer speed control system example 
can be found in Section 4.5. The reduction in system sensitivity to process varia-
tions, adjustment of the transient response, and reduction in steady-state error will 
be demonstrated using the English Channel boring machine example of Section 4.8.

EXAMPLE 4.4 Speed control system

The open-loop block diagram description of the armature-controlled DC motor 
with a load torque disturbance Td1s2 is shown in Figure 4.8. The values for the vari-
ous parameters are given in Table 4.2. We have two inputs to our system, Va1s2 and 
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Td1s2. Relying on the principle of superposition, which applies to our linear system, 
we consider each input separately. To investigate the effects of disturbances on the 
system, we let Va1s2 = 0 and consider only the disturbance Td1s2. Conversely, to 
investigate the response of the system to a reference input, we let Td1s2 = 0 and 
consider only the input Va1s2.

The closed-loop speed tachometer control system block diagram is shown in 
Figure 4.9. The values for Ka and Kt are given in Table 4.2.

If our system displays good disturbance rejection, then we expect the 
 disturbance Td1s2 to have a small effect on the output v1s2. Consider the open-loop 
 system in Figure 4.8 first. We can compute the transfer function from Td1s2 to v1s2 
and evaluate the output response to a unit step disturbance (that is, Td1s2 = 1>s). 
The time response to a unit step disturbance is shown in Figure 4.23(a). The script 
shown in Figure 4.23(b) is used to analyze the open-loop speed tachometer system.
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Change sign of transfer function since the
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Compute response to
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FIGURE 4.23 
Analysis of the 
open-loop speed 
control system. 
(a)!Response. 
(b)!m-file script.

;HISL�4.2 Tachometer Control System Parameters
Ra Km J b Kb Ka  Kt

1 % 10 Nm/A 2 kg m2 0.5 Nm s 0.1 Vs 54 1 Vs
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The open-loop transfer function (from Equation (4.26)) is

v1s2
Td1s2 =

-1
2s + 1.5

= sys_o,

where sys_o represents the open-loop transfer function in the script. Since our 
 desired value of v1t2 is zero (remember that Va1s2 = 0), the steady-state error is 
just the final value of v1t2, which we denote by vo1t2 to indicate open-loop. The 
steady-state error, shown on the plot in Figure 4.23(a), is approximately the value 
of the speed when t = 7 s. We can obtain an approximate value of the steady-state 
error by looking at the last value in the output vector yo, which we computed in 
the!process of generating the plot in Figure 4.23(a). The approximate steady-state 
value of vo is

vo1$2 L vo172 = -0.66 rad>s.

The plot verifies that we have reached steady state.
In a similar fashion, we begin the closed-loop system analysis by computing 

the closed-loop transfer function from Td1s2 to v1s2 and then generating the time- 
response of v1t2 to a unit step disturbance input. The output response and the script 
are shown in Figure 4.24. The closed-loop transfer function from the disturbance 
input (from Equation (4.30)) is

v1s2
Td1s2 =

-1
2s + 541.5

= sys_c.

As before, the steady-state error is just the final value of v1t2, which we denote 
by vc1t2 to indicate that it is a closed-loop. The steady-state error is shown on the 
plot in Figure 4.24(a). We can obtain an approximate value of the steady-state 
error by looking at the last value in the output vector yc, which we computed in 
the process of generating the plot in Figure 4.24(a). The approximate steady-state 
value of v is

vc1$2 L vc10.022 = -0.002 rad>s.

We generally expect that vc1$2>vo1$2 6 0.02. In this example, the ratio of closed-
loop to open-loop steady-state speed output due to a unit step disturbance input is

vc1$2
vo1$2 = 0.003.

We have achieved a remarkable improvement in disturbance rejection. It is clear 
that the addition of the negative feedback loop reduced the effect of the disturbance 
on the output. This demonstrates the disturbance rejection property of closed-loop 
feedback systems.
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EXAMPLE 4.5 English Channel boring machines

The block diagram description of the English Channel boring machines is shown in 
Figure 4.14. The transfer function of the output due to the two inputs is (Equation (4.57))

Y1s2 =
K + 11s

s2 + 12s + K
 R1s2 + 1

s2 + 12s + K
 Td1s2.

The effect of the control gain, K, on the transient response is shown in Figure 4.25 
along with the script used to generate the plots. Comparing the two plots in parts (a) 
and (b), it is apparent that decreasing K decreases the overshoot. Although it is not 
as obvious from the plots in Figure 4.25, it is also true that decreasing K increases 
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the settling time. This can be verified by taking a closer look at the data used to 
generate the plots. This example demonstrates how the transient response can be 
altered by feedback control gain, K. Based on our analysis thus far, we would pre-
fer to use K = 20. Other considerations must be taken into account before we can 
establish the final design.
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Before making the final choice of K, it is important to consider the system re-
sponse to a unit step disturbance, as shown in Figure 4.26. We see that increasing K 
reduces the steady-state response of y1t2 to the step disturbance. The steady-state 
value of y1t2 is 0.05 and 0.01 for K = 20 and 100, respectively. The steady-state 
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Closed-loop
transfer functions.
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errors, percent overshoot, and settling times (2% criteria) are summarized in 
Table!4.3. The steady-state values are predicted from the final-value theorem for a 
unit disturbance input as follows:

lim
tS$ y1t2 = lim

sS0 sb 1
s1s + 122 + K

r  
1
s

=
1
K

.

If our only design consideration is disturbance rejection, we would prefer to use 
K = 100.

We have just experienced a common trade-off situation in control system 
 design. In this particular example, increasing K leads to better disturbance rejec-
tion, whereas decreasing K leads to better performance (that is, less overshoot). 
The final decision on how to choose K rests with the designer. Although control 
design software can certainly assist in the control system design, it cannot replace 
the engineer’s decision-making capability and intuition.

The final step in the analysis is to look at the system sensitivity to changes in the 
process. The system sensitivity is given by (Equation 4.60),

SG
T =

s1s + 12
s1s + 122 + K

.

We can compute the values of SG
T 1s2 for different values of s and generate a plot of the 

system sensitivity. For low frequencies, we can approximate the system sensitivity by

SG
T M s

K
.

Increasing the gain K reduces the system sensitivity. The system sensitivity plots 
when s = jv are shown in Figure 4.27 for K = 20. "

4.10 SEQUENTIAL DESIGN EXAMPLE: DISK DRIVE READ SYSTEM

The design of a disk drive system is an exercise in compromise and optimization. 
The disk drive must accurately position the head reader while being able to re-
duce the effects of parameter changes and external shocks and vibrations. The 

;HISL�4.3 Response of the Boring Machine Control System 
for K & 20 and K & 100 

K & 20 K & 100

Step Response
 P.O. 4% 22%
 T  s 1.0 s 0.7 s
Disturbance Response
 ess 5% 1%
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mechanical arm and flexure will resonate at frequencies that may be caused by 
excitations such as a shock to a notebook computer. Disturbances to the opera-
tion of the disk drive include physical shocks, wear or wobble in the spindle bear-
ings, and parameter changes due to component changes. In this section, we will 
examine the performance of the disk drive system in response to disturbances and 
changes in system parameters. In addition, we examine the steady-state error of 
the system for a step command and the transient response as the amplifier gain Ka 
is adjusted.

Let us consider the system shown in Figure 4.28. This closed-loop system uses 
an amplifier with a variable gain as the controller, and the transfer functions are 
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shown in Figure 4.29. First, we will determine the steady states for a unit step input, 
R1s2 = 1>s, when Td1s2 = 0. When!H1s2 = 1, we obtain

E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2 =  
1

1 + KaG11s2G21s2  R1s2.

Therefore,

 lim
tS$ e1t2 = lim

sS0 sB 1
1 + KaG11s2G21s2 R  

1
s
. (4.67)

Then the steady-state error is e($) = 0 for a step input. This performance is ob-
tained in spite of changes in the system parameters.

Now let us determine the transient performance of the system as Ka is adjusted. 
The closed-loop transfer function (with Td1s2 = 0) is

 T1s2 =
Y1s2
R1s2 =

KaG11s2G21s2
1 + KaG11s2G21s2

  =
5000 Ka

s3 + 1020s2 + 20000s + 5000Ka
. (4.68)

Using the script shown in Figure 4.30(a), we obtain the response of the system 
for Ka = 10 and Ka = 80, shown in Figure 4.30(b). Clearly, the system is faster in 
 responding to the command input when Ka = 80, but the response is unacceptably 
oscillatory.

Now let us determine the effect of the disturbance Td1s2 = 1>s when R1s2 = 0. 
We wish to decrease the effect of the disturbance to an insignificant level. Using 

-

+ -

+
1

s(Js + b)
Km

R + Ls

V(s)
Ampli!er Coil LoadR(s)

Desired
head

position

Y(s)
Actual

position
Ka

H(s) = 1

Disturbance
Td(s)

SensorFIGURE 4.28 
Control system for 
disk drive head 
reader.

-

+ -

+
R(s) G1(s) = 5000

s  + 1000
G2(s) = 1

s(s + 20)

Coil Load

Ka

Disturbance
Td (s)

Y(s)
FIGURE 4.29 
Disk drive head 
control system 
with the typical 
parameters.
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the system of Figure 4.29, we obtain the response Y1s2 for the input Td1s2 when 
Ka = 80 as

 Y1s2 =
G21s2

1 + KaG11s2G21s2  Td1s2. (4.69)

Using the script shown in Figure 4.31(a), we obtain the response of the system when 
Ka = 80 and Td1s2 = 1>s, as shown in Figure 4.31(b). In order to further reduce 
the effect of the disturbance, we would need to raise Ka above 80. However, the 
response to a step command r1t2 = 1, t 7 0 is unacceptably oscillatory. In the next 
chapter, we attempt to determine the best value for Ka, given our requirement for a 
quick, yet nonoscillatory response.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 10.8 1.61.41.2 21.8
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

Time (s)

(a)

-C����
PH�=����?��FH�=������?��U[UH�VH
PH�FH��
PI�=�?��FI�=������?��U[UI�VH
PI�FI��
U[UC�UGTKGU
-C�U[UH�U[UI��
U[U�HGGFDCEM
U[UC�=�?��
V�=��������?�
[�UVGR
U[U�V���RNQV
V�[�
[NCDGN
	[
V�	���ZNCDGN
	6KOG�
U�	���ITKF

Select Ka.

(b)

Ka = 10. 

Ka = 80.

y(
t)

 

FIGURE 4.30 
Closed-loop 
 response. (a)!m-file 
script. (b) Step 
 response for 
Ka = 10 and 
Ka = 80.
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4.11 SUMMARY

The fundamental reasons for using feedback, despite its cost and additional com-
plexity, are as follows:

1. Decrease in the sensitivity of the system to variations in the parameters of the process.

2. Improvement in the rejection of the disturbances.

3. Improvement in the attenuation of measurement noise.

4. Improvement in the reduction of the steady-state error of the system.

5. Ease of control and adjustment of the transient response of the system.

The loop gain L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2 plays a fundamental role in control system 
analysis. Associated with the loop gain we can define the sensitivity and comple-
mentary sensitivity functions as

S1s2 =
1

1 + L1s2 and C1s2 =
L1s2

1 + L1s2,

(a)

(b)

-C����
PH�=����?��FH�=������?��U[UH�VH
PH�FH��
PI�=�?��FI�=������?��U[UI�VH
PI�FI��
U[U�HGGFDCEM
U[UI�-C�U[UH��
U[U�sU[U�
V�=��������?�
[�UVGR
U[U�V��
RNQV
V�[���ITKF
[NCDGN
	[
V�	���ZNCDGN
	6KOG�
U�	���ITKF

Select Ka.

Disturbance enters
summer with a
negative sign.

Time (s)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.80.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
- 3

- 1.5

- 2

- 2.5

- 0.5

0
: 10-3

- 1

y(
t)

Ka = 80.

FIGURE 4.31 
Disturbance 
step response. 
(a)!m-file script. 
(b)!Disturbance 
 response for 
Ka = 80.
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respectively. The tracking error is given by

E1s2 = S1s2R1s2 - S1s2G1s2Td1s2 + C1s2N1s2.

In order to minimize the tracking error, E1s2, we desire to make S1s2 and C1s2 
small. Because the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions satisfy the 
constraint

S1s2 + C1s2 = 1,

we are faced with the fundamental trade-off in control system design between re-
jecting disturbances and reducing sensitivity to plant changes on the one hand, and 
attenuating measurement noise on the other hand.

Feedback control systems possess many beneficial characteristics. Thus, it is 
not surprising that there is a multitude of feedback control systems in industry, 
 government, and nature.

:2033:�*/,*2
In this section, we provide three sets of problems to test your knowledge: True or False, 
Multiple Choice, and Word Match. To obtain direct feedback, check your answers with the 
answer key provided at the conclusion of the end-of-chapter problems. Use the block diagram 
in Figure 4.32 as specified in the various problem statements.

-

+ +

+
R(s) Y(s)

Controller

Gc(s)

Process

G(s)

Td(s)

Ea(s)

FIGURE 4.32 Block diagram for the Skills Check.

In the following True or False and Multiple Choice problems, circle the correct answer.

1. One of the most important characteristics of control systems is their  
transient response. True or False

2. The system sensitivity is the ratio of the change in the system transfer  
function to the change of a process transfer function for a small 
incremental change. True or False

3. A primary advantage of an open-loop control system is the ability to  
reduce the system’s sensitivity. True or False

4. A disturbance is a desired input signal that affects the system output  
signal. True or False
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5. An advantage of using feedback is a decreased sensitivity of the system 
to variations in the parameters of the process. True or False

6. The loop transfer function of the system in Figure 4.32 is

Gc1s2G1s2 =
50

ts + 10
.

The sensitivity of the closed-loop system to small changes in t is:

a. ST
t 1s2 = - ts

ts + 60

b. ST
t 1s2 =

t

ts + 10

c. ST
t 1s2 =

t

ts + 60

d. ST
t 1s2 = - ts

ts + 10

7. Consider the two systems in Figure 4.33.

(i)

K1 K2R(s) Y(s)
-

+

0.0099

(ii)

+ +
K1 K2R(s) Y(s)

- -

0.09 0.09

FIGURE 4.33 Two feedback systems with gains K1 and K2.

These systems have the same transfer function when K1 = K2 = 100. Which system is most 
sensitive to variations in the parameter K1? Compute the sensitivity using the nominal values 
K1 = K2 = 100.
a. System (i) is more sensitive and ST

K1
= 0.01

b. System (ii) is more sensitive and ST
K1

= 0.1

c. System (ii) is more sensitive and ST
K1

= 0.01

d. Both systems are equally sensitive to changes in K1.

8. Consider the closed-loop transfer function

T1s2 =
A1 + kA2

A3 + kA4
,

where A1, A2, A3, and A4 are constants. Compute the sensitivity of the system to varia-
tions in the parameter k.

a. ST
k =

k1A2A3 - A1A421A3 + kA421A1 + kA22
b. ST

k =
k1A2A3 + A1A421A3 + kA421A1 + kA22
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c. ST
k =

k1A1 + kA221A3 + kA42
d. ST

k =
k1A3 + kA421A1 + kA22

Consider the block diagram in Figure 4.32 for Problems 9–12 where Gc1s2 = K1 and 

G1s2 =
K

s + K1K2
.

9. The closed-loop transfer function is:

a. T1s2 =
KK2

1

s + K11K + K22
b. T1s2 =

KK1

s + K11K + K22
c. T1s2 =

KK1

s - K11K + K22
d. T1s2 =

KK1

s2 + K1Ks + K1K2

10. The sensitivity ST
K1

 of the closed-loop system to variations in K1 is:

a. ST
K1
1s2 =

Ks1s + K11K + K2222

b. ST
K1
1s2 =

2s
s + K11K + K22

c. ST
K1
1s2 =

s
s + K11K + K22

d. ST
K1
1s2 =

K11s + K1K221s + K11K + K2222

11. The sensitivity ST
K of the closed-loop system to variations in K is:

a. ST
K1s2 =

s + K1K2

s + K11K + K22
b. ST

K1s2 =
Ks1s + K11K + K2222

c. ST
K1s2 =

s + KK1

s + K1K2

d. ST
K1s2 =

K11s + K1K221s + K11K + K2222

12. The steady-state tracking error to a unit step input R1s2 = 1>s with Td1s2 = 0 is:

a. ess =
K

K + K2

b. ess =
K2

K + K2

c. ess =
K2

K11K + K22
d. ess =

K1

K + K2
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Consider the block diagram in Figure 4.32 for Problems 13–14 with Gc1s2 = K and 

G1s2 =
b

s + 1
.

13. The sensitivity ST
b  is:

a. ST
b =

1
s + Kb + 1

b. ST
b =

s + 1
s + Kb + 1

c. ST
b =

s + 1
s + Kb + 2

d. ST
b =

s
s + Kb + 2

14. Compute the minimal value of K so that the steady-state error due to a unit step distur-
bance is less than 10%.

a. K = 1 - 1
b

b. K = b

c. K = 10 - 1
b

d. The steady-state error is $  for any K

15. A process is designed to follow a desired path described by

r1t2 = 15 - t + 0.5t22u1t2
where r1t2 is the desired response and u1t2 is a unit step function. Consider the unity 
feedback system in Figure 4.32. Compute the steady-state error (E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2 
with Td1s2 = 0) when the loop transfer function is

L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2 =
101s + 12
s21s + 52 .

a. ess = lim
tS$

 e1t2 S $

b. ess = lim
tS$ e1t2 = 1

c. ess = lim
tS$ e1t2 = 0.5

d. ess = lim
tS$ e1t2 = 0

In the following Word Match problems, match the term with the definition by writ-
ing the correct letter in the space provided.

a. Instability An unwanted input signal that affects the system out-
put signal.

b.  Steady-state error The difference between the desired output, R1s2, and 
the actual output, Y1s2.

c.  System sensitivity A system without feedback that directly generates the 
output in response to an input signal.

d. Components The error when the time period is large and the tran-
sient response has decayed leaving the  continuous 
response.
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-

+
+

+
G(s)K1Vin(s) Vo(s)

Td(s)

Amplifier

FIGURE E4.1 
Digital audio 
system.

e.  Disturbance 
signal

The ratio of the change in the system transfer function 
to the change of a process transfer function (or param-
eter) for a small incremental change.

f.  Transient 
response

The response of a system as a function of time.

g. Complexity A system with a measurement of the output signal and 
a comparison with the desired output to generate an 
error signal that is applied to the actuator.

h. Error signal A measure of the structure, intricateness, or behavior 
of a system that characterizes the relationships and 
interactions between various components.

i.  Closed-loop 
system

The parts, subsystems, or subassemblies that comprise 
a total system.

j. Loss of gain An attribute of a system that describes a tendency of 
the system to depart from the equilibrium condition 
when initially displaced.

k.  Open-loop 
system

A reduction in the amplitude of the ratio of the output 
signal to the input signal through a system, usually 
measured in decibels.

E4.1 A digital audio system is designed to minimize the 
effect of disturbances as shown in Figure E4.1. As 
an approximation, we may represent G1s2 = K2. 
(a)!Calculate the sensitivity of the system due to K2. 
(b) Calculate the effect of the disturbance noise Td1s2 
on Vo1s2. (c) What value would you select for K1 to 
minimize the effect of the disturbance?

E4.2 A closed-loop system is used to track the sun to 
 obtain maximum power from a photovoltaic array. 
The tracking system may be represented by a unity 
feedback control system and

Gc1s2G 1s2 =
100

ts + 1
,

where t = 3 s nominally. (a) Calculate the sensitivity 
of this system for a small change in t. (b) Calculate 
the time constant of the closed-loop system  
response.
Answers: S = -3s>13s + 1012; tc = 3>101 s

E4.3 A robotic arm and camera could be used to pick fruit, 
as shown in Figure E4.3(a). The camera is used to close 

the feedback loop to a microcomputer, which controls 
the arm [8, 9]. The transfer function for the process is

G1s2 =
K1s + 1022.

(a) Calculate the expected steady-state error of the 
gripper for a step command A as a function of K. 
(b)!Name a possible disturbance signal for this system.

Answers: (a) ess =
A

1 + K>100
E4.4 A magnetic disk drive requires a motor to position a 

read/write head over tracks of data on a spinning disk, 
as shown in Figure E4.4. The motor and head may be 
represented by the transfer function

G1s2 =
100

s1ts + 12,

where t = 0.001 s. The controller takes the  difference 
of the actual and desired positions and generates an 
error. This error is multiplied by an amplifier K. (a) 
What is the steady-state position error for a step 

,?,9*0:,:
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(a)

(b)

Camera

Gripper

Y(s)
Gripper
position

R(s)
Desired
gripper

position

G(s)

Process

-

+

FIGURE E4.3 Robot fruit picker.

E4.6 A feedback system has the closed-loop transfer 
function given by

T1s2 =
s2 + ps + 10

s3 + 2ps2 + 4s + 13 - p2.

Compute the sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer 
function to changes in the parameter p, where p 7 0. 
Compute the steady-state error to a unit step input as 
a function of the parameter p.

E4.7 Most people have experienced an out-of-focus 
slide projector. A projector with an automatic focus 
adjusts for variations in slide position and tempera-
ture disturbances [11]. Draw the block diagram of an 
autofocus system and describe how the system works. 
An unfocused slide projection is a visual example of 
steady-state error.

E4.8 Four-wheel drive automobiles are popular in regions 
where winter road conditions are often slippery due 
to snow and ice. A four-wheel drive vehicle with anti-
lock brakes uses a sensor to keep each wheel rotating 
to maintain traction. One system is shown in Figure 
E4.8. Find the closed-loop response of this system as 
it attempts to maintain a constant speed of the wheel. 
Determine the response when R1s2 = A>s.

Controller

Motor

Magnetic disk Read/write
head

Motor
input

Desired
position

Sensor signal

FIGURE E4.4 Disk drive control.

change in the desired input? (b) Calculate the required 
K in order to yield a steady-state error of 0.1!mm for a 
ramp input of 10 cm/s.
Answers: ess = 0; K = 10

E4.5 A unity feedback system has the loop transfer function

L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2 =
100K

s1s + b2.

Determine the relationship between the steady-state 
error to a ramp input and the gain K and system pa-
rameter b. For what values of K and b can we guaran-
tee that the magnitude of the steady-state error to a 
ramp input is less than 0.1?

-

+ 0.1(s + 10)+
s(s + 1)

R(s)
Desired
Wheel
Speed

Y(s)
Wheel speed

FIGURE E4.8 Four-wheel drive auto.

E4.9 Submersibles with clear plastic hulls have the po-
tential to revolutionize underwater leisure. One small 
submersible vehicle has a depth-control system as il-
lustrated in Figure E4.9.
(a) Determine the closed-loop transfer function 

T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2.
(b) Determine the sensitivity SK1

T  and SK
T .

(c) Determine the steady-state error due to a distur-
bance Td1s2 = 1>s.

(d) Calculate the response y1t2 for a step input R1s2 =
1>s when K = K2 = 1 and 1 6 K1 6 10. Select 
K1 for the fastest response.

E4.10 Consider the feedback control system shown in 
 Fig ure!E4.10. (a) Determine the steady-state error for 
a step input in terms of the gain, K. (b) Determine the 
overshoot for the step response for 40 … K … 400. 
(c)! Plot the overshoot and the steady-state error 
 versus K.

E4.11 Consider the closed-loop system in Figure E4.11, 
where

G1s2 =
K

s + 10
 and H1s2 =

14
s2 + 5s + 6

.
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-

+

-

+ -

+
K1

K2

1
s

R(s)
Desired
depth

K

K

E(s)

Sensor

Y(s)
Actual
depth

Disturbance
Td(s)

FIGURE E4.9
Depth control 
system.

-

+ 46.24
s2 + 16.7s + 72.9

R(s) Y(s)

425
s + 425

Sensor

K(s + 50)
s + 200

Controller Process

FIGURE E4.10 
Feedback control 
system.

(a) Compute the transfer function T1s2 =Y1s2>  
R1s2.

(b) Define the tracking error to be E1s2 = R1s2 -
Y1s2. Compute E1s2 and determine the steady-
state tracking error due to a unit step input, that 
is, let R1s2 = 1>s.

(c) Compute the transfer function Y1s2>Td1s2 and 
determine the steady-state error of the output 
due to a unit step disturbance input, that is, let 
Td1s2 = 1>s.

(d) Compute the sensitivity SK
T .

E4.12 In Figure E4.12, consider the closed-loop system 
with measurement noise N1s2, where

G1s2 =
100

s + 100
, Gc1s2 = K1, and  H1s2 =

K2

s + 5
.

In the following analysis, the tracking error is defined 
to be E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2:
(a) Compute the transfer function T1s2=  Y1s2>R1s2 

and determine the steady-state tracking error due 

to a unit step response, that is, let R1s2 = 1>s and 
assume that N1s2 = 0.

(b) Compute the transfer function Y1s2>N1s2 and  
 determine the steady-state tracking error due 
to a unit step disturbance response, that is, let  
N1s2 = 1>s and assume that R1s2 = 0. Remem-
ber, in this case, the desired output is zero.

(c) If the goal is to track the input while rejecting the 
measurement noise (in other words, while min-
imizing the effect of N1s2 on the output), how 
would you select the parameters K1 and K2?

E4.13 A closed-loop system is used in a high-speed steel 
rolling mill to control the accuracy of the steel strip 
thickness. The transfer function for the process shown 
in Figure E4.13 can be represented as

G1s2 =
1

s1s + 502.

Calculate the sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer 
function to changes in the controller gain K.

-

++ +
R(s) G(s)

H(s)

Td(s)

Y(s)

FIGURE E4.11 Closed-loop system with nonunity 
feedback.

-

+
R(s) Y(s)

+ +

N(s)

Gc(s) G(s)

H(s)

FIGURE E4.12 Closed-loop system with nonunity 
feedback and measurement noise.
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E4.14 Consider the unity feedback system shown 
in Figure E4.14. The system has two parameters, 
the! controller gain K and the constant K1 in the 
process.

(a) Calculate the sensitivity of the closed-loop trans-
fer function to changes in K1.

(b) How would you select a value for K to minimize 
the effects of external disturbances, Td1s2?

E4.15 Reconsider the unity feedback system discussed 
in E4.14. This time select K = 100 and K1 = 50. The 
closed-loop system is depicted in Figure E4.15.
(a) Calculate the steady-state error of the closed-

loop system due to a unit step input, R1s2 = 1>s, 
with Td1s2 = 0. Recall that the tracking error is 
defined as E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2.

(b) Calculate the steady-state response, yss = lim
tS$ y1t2, 

when Td1s2 = 1>s and R1s2 = 0.

(b)

(a)

+

-

+

+

Controller Process

G(s)

Td(s)

R(s)
Desired

thickness

Y(s)
Actual
thickness

K

R(s)
Desired

thickness

Y(s)
Actual
thickness

G(s)

Td(s)

1

1

K

- 1

FIGURE E4.13 
Control system 
for a steel rolling 
mill. (a) Signal flow 
graph. (b) Block 
diagram.

Controller
++

- +
R(s) K

1
s(s+K1)

Y(s)

Td(s)

Process

FIGURE E4.14 
Closed-loop 
 feedback sys-
tem with two 
 parameters, K  
and K1.

-

+ +

+
1

s(s + 50)

Controller

Td(s)

R(s) K = 100 Y(s)

Process

FIGURE E4.15 
Closed-loop 
 feedback system 
with K = 100 and 
K1 = 50.
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P4.1 The open-loop transfer function of a fluid-flow sys-
tem can be written as

G1s2 =
#Q21s2
#Q11s2 =

1
ts + 1

,

where t = RC, R is a constant equivalent to the resis-
tance offered by the orifice so that 1>R = 1'2 kH0

-1>2, 
and C = the cross-sectional area of the tank. Since 
#H = R #Q2, we have the following for the transfer 
function relating the head to the input change:

G11s2 =
#H1s2
#Q11s2 =

R
RCs + 1

.

For a closed-loop feedback system, a float-level sen-
sor and valve may be used as shown in Figure P4.1. 
Assuming the float is a negligible mass, the valve 
is controlled so that a reduction in the flow rate, 
#Q1, is proportional to an increase in head, #H, or 
#Q1 = -K #H. Draw a signal flow graph or block 
diagram. Determine and compare the open-loop and 
closed-loop systems for (a) sensitivity to changes in the 
equivalent coefficient R and the feedback coefficient 
K, (b)!the ability to reduce the effects of a disturbance 
in the level #H1s2, and (c) the steady-state error of 
the level (head) for a step change of the input #Q11s2.

P4.2 It is important to ensure passenger comfort on ships 
by stabilizing the ship’s oscillations due to waves [13]. 
Most ship stabilization systems use fins or hydrofoils 
projecting into the water to generate a stabilization 
torque on the ship. A simple diagram of a ship sta-
bilization system is shown in Figure P4.2. The rolling 
 motion of a ship can be regarded as an oscillating 
pendulum with a deviation from the vertical of u1t2 
degrees and a typical period of 3 s. The transfer func-
tion of a typical ship is

G1s2 =
vn

2

s2 + 2zvns + vn
2 ,

where vn = 3.5 rad>s and z = 0.25. With this low 
damping factor z, the oscillations continue for sev-
eral cycles, and the rolling amplitude can reach 18° 
for the expected amplitude of waves in a normal sea. 
Determine and compare the open-loop and closed-
loop system for (a) sensitivity to changes in the 
 actuator constant Ka and the roll sensor K1, and (b) 
the ability to reduce the effects of step disturbances 
of the waves. Note that the desired roll ud1s2 is zero 
degrees.

P4.3 One of the most important variables that must be 
controlled in industrial and chemical systems is tem-
perature. A simple representation of a thermal control 
system is shown in Figure P4.3 [14]. The temperature 
( of the process is controlled by the heater with a re-
sistance R. An approximate representation of the dy-
namic linearly relates the heat loss from the process to 
the temperature difference ( - (e. This relation holds 
if the temperature difference is relatively small and 
the energy storage of the heater and the vessel walls 
is negligible. It is assumed that Eh1s2 = kaEbE1s2, 

796)3,4:

Q1 + ¢Q1

Q2 + ¢Q2H + ¢H

FIGURE P4.1 Tank level control.

(a) (b)

-
ud (s)

Ea(s) Tf (s)

Wave e!ect
Td(s)

Fin
actuator

Ka

Ship
G(s)

u(s)
Roll

Roll
sensor

K1

+

++

u (t)Fin

Fin
FIGURE P4.2 
Ship stabilization 
system. The effect 
of the waves is a 
torque Td1s2  on the 
ship.
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where ka is the constant of the actuator. The linearized 
open-loop response of the system is

(1s2 =
k1kaEb

ts + 1
 E1s2 +

(e1s2
ts + 1

,

where

 t = MC>1rA2,
 M = mass in tank,
 A = surface area of tank,
 r = heat transfer constant,
 C = specific heat constant, and
 k1 = a dimensionality constant.

Determine and compare the open-loop and closed-
loop systems for (a) sensitivity to changes in the con-
stant K = k1kaEb; (b) the ability to reduce the  effects 
of a step disturbance in the environmental tempera-
ture #(e1s2; and (c) the steady-state error of the 
temperature controller for a step change in the input, 
Edes1s2.

P4.4 A control system has two forward paths, as shown in 
Figure P4.4. (a) Determine the overall transfer func-
tion T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2. (b) Calculate the sensitivity, 
SG

T , using Equation (4.16). (c) Does the sensitivity 
 depend on U1s2 or M1s2?

P4.5 Large microwave antennas have become increas-
ingly important for radio astronomy and satellite 
tracking. A large antenna with a diameter of 60 ft, 
for example, is susceptible to large wind gust torques. 
A proposed antenna is required to have an error of 
less than 0.10° in a 35 mph wind. Experiments show 
that this wind force exerts a maximum disturbance at 
the antenna of 200,000 ft lb at 35 mph, or the equiv-
alent to 10 volts at the input Td1s2 to the amplidyne. 
One problem of driving large antennas is the form of 
the system transfer function that possesses a struc-
tural resonance. The antenna servosystem is shown 
in Figure P4.5. The transfer function of the antenna, 
drive motor, and  amplidyne is approximated by

G1s2 =
vn

2

s1s2 + 2zvns + vn
22,
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where z = 0.707 and vn = 15. The transfer function 
of the power amplifier is approximately

G11s2 =
ka

ts + 1
,

where t = 0.15 s. (a) Determine the sensitivity of the 
system to a change of the parameter ka. (b)!The system 
is subjected to a disturbance Td1s2 = 1>s. Determine 
the required magnitude of ka in order to maintain the 
steady-state error of the system less than 0.10° when 
the input R1s2 is zero. (c) Determine the error of the 
system when subjected to a disturbance Td1s2 = 10>s 
when it is operating as an open-loop system 1ks = 02 
with R1s2 = 0.

P4.6 An automatic speed control system will be nec-
essary for passenger cars traveling on the automatic 
highways of the future. A model of a feedback speed 
control system for a standard vehicle is shown in 
Figure P4.6. The load disturbance due to a percent 
grade #Td1s2 is also shown. The engine gain Ke varies 
within the range of 10 to 1000 for various models of 
automobiles. The! engine time constant te is 20 seconds. 
(a) Determine the sensitivity of the system to changes 
in the engine gain Ke. (b) Determine the effect of the 
load torque on the speed. (c) Determine the constant 
percent grade #Td1s2 = #d>s for which the vehicle 
stalls (velocity V1s2 = 0) in terms of the gain factors. 
Note that since the grade is constant, the steady-state 
solution is sufficient. Assume that R1s2 = 30>s km>hr 

and that KeK1 W 1. When Kg>K1 = 2, what percent 
grade #d would cause the automobile to stall?

P4.7 A robot uses feedback to control the orientation of 
each joint axis. The load effect varies due to varying 
load objects and the extended position of the arm. 
The system will be deflected by the load carried in 
the gripper. Thus, the system may be represented by 
Figure P4.7, where the load torque is Td1s2 = D>s. 
Assume R1s2 = 0 at the index position. (a) What is 
the effect of Td1s2 on Y1s2? (b) Determine the sensi-
tivity of the closed loop to k2. (c) What is the steady-
state error when R1s2 = 1>s and Td1s2 = 0?

P4.8 Extreme temperature changes result in many fail-
ures of electronic circuits [1]. Temperature control 
feedback systems reduce the change of tempera-
ture by using a heater to overcome outdoor low 
 temperatures. A block diagram of one system is shown 
in Figure!P4.8. The effect of a drop in environmental 
temperature is a step decrease in Td1s2. The  actual 
temperature of the electronic circuit is Y1s2. The 
 dynamics of the electronic circuit temperature change 
are represented by the transfer function.

G1s2 =
200

s2 + 25s + 200
.

(a) Determine the sensitivity of the system to K. 
(b)!Obtain the effect of the disturbance Td1s2 on the 
output Y1s2.
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P4.9 A useful unidirectional sensing device is the photo-
emitter sensor [15]. A light source is sensitive to the 
emitter current flowing and alters the resistance of the 
 photosensor. Both the light source and the photocon-
ductor are packaged in a single four-terminal device. 
This  device provides a large gain and total isolation. 
A feedback circuit utilizing this device is shown in 
Figure P4.9(a), and a typical nonlinear resistance–cur-
rent characteristic is shown in Figure P4.9(b). The re-
sistance curve can be represented by the equation

log10 R =
0.1751i - 0.00521>2,

where i is the lamp current. The normal operating 
point is obtained when vin = 2.0 V, and vo = 35 V. 
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(a) Determine the closed-loop transfer function of the 
system. (b) Determine the sensitivity of the system to 
changes in the gain, K.

P4.10 For a paper processing plant, it is important to 
maintain a constant tension on the continuous sheet 
of paper between the wind-off and wind-up rolls. The 
tension varies as the widths of the rolls change, and an 
adjustment in the take-up motor speed is necessary, as 
shown in Figure P4.10. If the wind-up motor speed is 
uncontrolled, as the paper transfers from the wind-off 
roll to the wind-up roll, the velocity v01t2 decreases and 
the tension of the paper drops [10, 14]. The three-roller 
and spring combination provides a measure of the ten-
sion of the paper. The spring force is equal to k1Y1s2, 
and the linear differential transformer, rectifier, and 
amplifier may be represented by E01s2 = -k2Y1s2. 
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MotorMotor
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+

FIGURE P4.10 
Paper tension 
control.
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Determine (a) the closed-loop transfer function 
T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2, (b) the sensitivity SK

T , and (c)!the 
steady-state error for a step change in the  desired 
consistency R1s2 = A>s. (d) Calculate the value  
of K required for an allowable steady-state error  
of 2%.

P4.12 Two feedback systems are shown in Figures P4.12(a)  
and (b). (a) Evaluate the closed-loop transfer func-
tions T1 and T2 for each system. (b) Compare the 
 sensitivities of the two systems with respect to the 
 parameter K1 for the nominal values of K1 = K2 = 1.

Therefore, the measure of the tension is described by 
the relation 2T1s2 = k1Y1s2, where Y1s2 is the devi-
ation from the equilibrium condition, and T1s2 is the 
vertical component of the deviation in tension from the 
equilibrium condition. The time constant of the motor 
is t = La>Ra, and the linear velocity of the wind-up 
roll is twice the angular velocity of the motor, that is, 
V01s2 = 2v01s2. The equation of the motor is then

E01s2 =
1

Km
 [tsv01s2 + v01s2] + k3 #T1s2,

where #T1s2 = a tension disturbance. (a) Draw the 
closed-loop block diagram for the system, includ-
ing the disturbance #T1s2. (b) Add the effect of a 
 disturbance in the wind-off roll velocity #V11s2 to the 
block diagram. (c) Determine the sensitivity of the 
system to the motor constant Km. (d) Determine the 
steady-state error in the tension when a step distur-
bance in the input velocity, #V11s2 = A>s, occurs.

P4.11 One important objective of the paper-making pro-
cess is to maintain uniform consistency of the stock 
output as it progresses to drying and rolling. A dia-
gram of the thick stock consistency dilution control 
system is shown in Figure P4.11(a). The amount of 
water added determines the consistency. The block di-
agram of the system is shown in Figure P4.11(b). Let 
H1s2 = 1 and

Gc1s2 =
K

10s + 1
,  G1s2 =

1
2s + 1

.
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P4.15 Figure P4.15 shows the model of a two-tank system 
containing a heated liquid, where T01s2 is the tempera-
ture of the fluid flowing into the first tank and T21s2 is 
the temperature of the liquid flowing out of the second 
tank. The  system of two tanks has a heater in the first 
tank with a controllable heat input Q. The time con-
stants are t1 = 10 s and t2 = 50 s. (a) Determine T21s2 
in terms of T01s2 and T2d1s2. (b) If T2d1s2, the desired 
output temperature, is changed instantaneously from 
T2d1s2 = A>s to T2d1s2 = 2A>s, where T01s2 = A>s, 
determine the transient response of T21s2 when 
Gc1s2 = K = 500. (c)!Find the steady-state error ess for 
the system of part!(b), where E1s2 = T2d1s2 - T21s2.

P4.16 The steering control of a modern ship may be rep-
resented by the system shown in Figure P4.16 [16, 20]. 
(a) Find the steady-state effect of a constant wind 
force represented by Td1s2 = 1>s for K = 8 and 
K = 22. Assume that the rudder input R1s2 is zero, 
without any disturbance, and has not been adjusted. 

P4.13 One form of a closed-loop transfer function is

T1s2 =
G11s2 + kG21s2
G31s2 + kG41s2.

(a) Use Equation (4.16) to show that [1]

Sk
T =

k1G2G3 - G1G421G3 + kG421G1 + kG22.

(b) Determine the sensitivity of the system shown 
in Figure P4.13, using the equation verified in 
part!(a).

P4.14 A proposed hypersonic plane would climb to 
100,000 feet, fly 3800 miles per hour, and cross the 
Pacific in 2 hours. Control of the aircraft speed could 
be represented by the model in Figure P4.14. Find the 
sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer function T1s2 to 
a small change in the parameter a.
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b = 1. (a) Determine the response u1t2 of the system 
to a step change in ud1t2 when K = 20. (b)!Assuming 
ud1t2 = 0, find the effect of a load disturbance 
Td1s2 = A>s. (c) Determine the steady-state error 
ess when the input is r1t2 = t, t 7 0. (Assume that 
Td1s2 = 0.)

(b) Show that the rudder can then be used to bring the 
ship deviation back to zero.

P4.17 A robot gripper, shown in part (a) of Figure P4.17, 
is to be controlled so that it closes to an angle u by 
using a DC motor control system, as shown in part (b). 
The model of the control system is shown in part (c), 
where Km = 60, Rf = 2 %, Kf = Ki = 1, J = 0.2, and 

(c)
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-

+ 1
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u(s)KKi
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amplifier
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u
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Potentiometer

Di!erence
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motor
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u

Power
amplifier

ud

V0

J

Feedback signal

FIGURE P4.17 Robot gripper control.

AP4.1 A tank level regulator control is shown in Figure 
AP4.1(a). It is desired to regulate the level H1s2 in 
response to a disturbance change Q31s2. The block 
diagram shows small variable changes about the equi-
librium conditions so that the desired Hd1s2 = 0. 
Determine the equation for the error E1s2, and deter-
mine the steady-state error for a unit step disturbance 
when (a) G1s2 = K and (b) G1s2 = K>s.

AP4.2 The shoulder joint of a robotic arm uses a DC 
motor with armature control and a set of gears on 
the output shaft. The model of the system is shown 
in Figure AP4.2 with a disturbance torque Td1s2 
which represents the effect of the load. Determine 
the steady-state error when the desired angle input is 
a step so that ud1s2 = A>s, Gc1s2 = K, and the dis-
turbance input is zero. When ud1s2 = 0 and the load 

(+=(5*,+�796)3,4:
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(a) Determine the steady-state error when R1s2 is 
the desired path as given and Td1s2 = 0.

(b) Plot the error e1t2 for the desired path for part 
(a) for 0 6 t … 10 s.

(c) If R1s2 = 0, find the steady-state error when 
Td1s2 = 1>s.

(d) Plot the error e1t2 for part (c) for 0 6 t … 10 s.

effect is Td1s2 = M>s, determine the steady-state 
error when (a) Gc1s2 = K and (b) Gc1s2 = K>s.

AP4.3 A machine tool is designed to follow a desired 
path so that

r1t2 = 11 - t2u1t2,

where u1t2 is the unit step function. The machine tool 
control system is shown in Figure AP4.3.
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(c) Determine and plot the transient response V01s2 
for a step input V1s2 = 1>s.

AP4.7 A feedback control system with sensor noise and a 
disturbance input is shown in Figure AP4.7. The goal 
is! to reduce the effects of the noise and the distur-
bance. Let R1s2 = 0.
(a) Determine the effect of the disturbance on Y1s2.
(b) Determine the effect of the noise on Y1s2.
(c) Select the best value for K when 1 … K … 100 

so that the effect of steady-state error due to the 
disturbance and the noise is minimized. Assume 
Td1s2 = A>s, and N1s2 = B>s.

AP4.8 The block diagram of a machine-tool control sys-
tem is shown in Figure AP4.8.
(a) Determine the transfer function T1s2 = Y1s2>

R1s2.
(b) Determine the sensitivity Sb

T.
(c) Select K when 1 … K … 50 so that the effects of 

the disturbance and Sb
T are minimized

AP4.4 An armature-controlled DC motor with feed-
back is shown in Figure AP4.4. Assume that 
Km = 10, J = 1, and R = 1. Let the tracking error be 
E1s2 = V1s2 - Kt v1s2.
(a) Determine the required gain, K, to restrict the 

steady-state error to a ramp input to 0.1 (assume 
that Td1s2 = 0).

(b) For the gain selected in part (a), determine and 
plot the error, e1t2, due to a ramp disturbance for 
0 … t … 5 s.

AP4.5 A system that controls the mean arterial pressure 
during anesthesia has been designed and tested [12]. 
The level of arterial pressure is postulated to be a 
proxy for depth of anesthesia during surgery. A block 
diagram of the system is shown in Figure AP4.5, where 
the impact of surgery is represented by the distur-
bance Td1s2.
(a) Determine the steady-state error due to a unit step 

disturbance.
(b) Determine the steady-state error for a ramp 

input.
(c) Select a suitable value of K less than or equal to 

10, and plot the response for a unit step distur-
bance input.

AP4.6 A useful circuit, called a lead network, is shown in 
Figure AP4.6.
(a) Determine the transfer function G1s2 =V01s2>

V1s2.
(b) Determine the sensitivity of G1s2 with respect to 

the capacitance C.
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CDP4.1 A capstan drive for a table slide is described in 
CDP2.1. The position of the slide x is measured with 
a capacitance gauge, as shown in Figure CDP4.1, 
which is very linear and accurate. Sketch the model 
of the feedback system and determine the response 
of the system when the controller is an amplifier and 
H(s) = 1. Determine the step response for several 
 selected values of the amplifier gain Gc1s2 = Ka.

DP4.1 A closed-loop speed control system is subjected 
to a disturbance due to a load, as shown in Figure 
DP4.1. The desired speed is vd1t2 = 100 rad>s, and 
the load disturbance is a unit step input Td1s2 = 1>s. 
Assume that the speed has attained the no-load speed 
of 100 rad/s and is in steady state. (a) Determine the 
steady-state effect of the load disturbance, and (b) 
plot v1t2 for the step disturbance for selected values 

+,:0.5�796)3,4:
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procedures use the retina as a laser target. The retina 
is the thin sensory tissue that rests on the inner surface 
of the back of the eye and is the actual transducer of 
the eye, converting light energy into electrical pulses. 
On occasion, this layer will detach from the wall, 
 resulting in death of the detached area from lack of 
blood and leading to partial or total blindness in that 
eye. A laser can be used to “weld” the retina into its 
proper place on the inner wall.

Automated control of position enables the 
ophthalmologist to indicate to the controller where 
lesions should be inserted. The controller then mon-
itors the retina and controls the laser’s position so 
that each lesion is placed at the proper location. A 
wide-angle video-camera system is required to mon-
itor the movement of the retina, as shown in Figure 
DP4.4(a). If the eye moves during the irradiation, 
the laser must be either redirected or turned off. The 
position-control system is shown in Figure DP4.4(b). 
Select an appropriate gain for the controller so that 
the transient response to a step change in R1s2 is 
satisfactory and the effect of the disturbance due to 
noise in the system is minimized. Also, ensure that the 
steady-state error for a step input command is zero. 
To ensure acceptable transient response, require that 
K 6 10.

of gain so that 10 … K … 25. Determine a suitable 
value for the gain K.

DP4.2 The control of the roll angle of an airplane is 
achieved by using the torque developed by the ailerons. 
A linear model of the roll control system for a small 
experimental aircraft is shown in Figure DP4.2, where

G1s2 =
1

s2 + 4s + 9
.

The goal is to maintain a small roll angle due to dis-
turbances. Select an appropriate gain KK1 that will 
reduce the effect of the disturbance while attaining a 
desirable transient response to a step disturbance. To 
obtain a desirable transient response, let KK1 6 35.

DP4.3 Consider the system shown in Figure DP4.3.
(a) Determine the range of K1 allowable so that the 

steady state tracking error is ess … 1,.
(b) Determine a suitable value for K1 and K so that 

the magnitude of the steady-state error to a wind 
disturbance Td1t2 = 2t mrad>s, 0 … t 6 5 s, is 
less than 0.1 mrad.

DP4.4 Lasers have been used in eye surgery for many 
years. They can cut tissue or aid in coagulation [17]. 
The laser allows the ophthalmologist to apply heat 
to a location in the eye in a controlled manner. Many 
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system is shown in Figure DP4.6(b). The parameter 
J 7 0 is the pitching moment of inertia. (a) Suppose 
that Gc1s2 = K. For what range of K is the system 
stable? (b) What is the steady-state error to a unit 
step disturbance when Gc(s) = K? (c) Suppose that 
Gc1s2 = Kp + KDs. For what range of Kp and KD is 
the system stable? (d) What is the steady-state error 
to a unit step disturbance when Gc1s2 = Kp + KD s?

DP4.7 Interest in unmanned underwater vehicles 
(UUVs) has been increasing recently, with a large 
number of possible applications being considered. 
These include intelligence-gathering, mine detec-
tion, and surveillance applications. Regardless of the 
intended mission, a strong need exists for reliable 
and robust control of the vehicle. The proposed vehi-
cle is shown in Figure DP4.7 (a) [28].

We want to control the vehicle through a 
range of operating conditions. The vehicle is 30 feet 
long with a vertical sail near the front. The control 
 inputs are stern plane, rudder, and shaft speed com-
mands. In this case, we wish to control the vehicle 
roll by using the stern planes. The control system is 
shown in Figure DP4.7(b), where R1s2 = 0, the de-
sired roll! angle, and Td1s2 = 1>s. Suppose that the 
 controller is

Gc1s2 = K1s + 22.

DP4.5 An op-amp circuit can be used to generate a short 
pulse. The circuit shown in Figure DP4.5 can generate 
the pulse v01t2 = 5e-100t, t 7 0, when the input v1t2 is 
a unit step [6]. Select appropriate values for the resis-
tors and capacitors. Assume an ideal op-amp.

(b)

2
s(s + 1)(s + 4)

Td(s)

R(s)
position

-
K Y(s)

Controller

Camera and
laser 

+ ++

(a)

Argon laser
Fiber optics
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system
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Patient

Ophthalmologist

Controller

FIGURE DP4.4 
Laser eye surgery 
system.
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C
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R2

R3

+
+

-

-
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FIGURE DP4.5 Op-amp circuit.

DP4.6 A hydrobot is under consideration for remote 
exploration under the ice of Europa, a moon of the 
giant planet Jupiter. Figure DP4.6(a) shows one 
 artistic version of the mission. The hydrobot is a self- 
propelled underwater vehicle that would analyze the 
chemical composition of the water in a search for 
signs of life. An important aspect of the vehicle is a 
controlled vertical descent to depth in the presence 
of underwater currents. A simplified control feedback 
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DP4.8 A new suspended, mobile, remote-controlled 
video camera system to bring three-dimensional 
mobility to professional football is shown in Figure 
DP4.8(a) [29]. The camera can be moved over the 
field, as well as up and down. The motor control on 

(a) Design the controller gain K such that the max-
imum roll angle error due the unit step distur-
bance input is less than 0.05. (b) Compute the 
steady-state roll angle error to the disturbance 
input and explain the result.

FIGURE DP4.6 
(a) Europa 
 exploration under 
the ice. (Used 
with permission. 
Courtesy of NASA.) 
(b)!Feedback 
system.
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Control of an 
 underwater vehicle.
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sensitivity ST
t2

. (b) Design the controller gain K such 
that the steady-state tracking error to a unit step dis-
turbance is less than 0.05.

each pulley is represented by the system in Figure 
DP4.8(b), where the nominal values are t1 = 20 ms 
and t2 = 2 ms. (a)!Compute the sensitivity ST

t1
 and the 

(b)

(a)

K
-

+ ++

Td(s)

Y(s)R(s)
1

t1s + 1
1

s (t2s + 1)

Video
camera

Pulley

FIGURE DP4.8 
Remote-controlled 
TV camera.

Controller
++

- +
R(s) K

1
s(s + 2.0)

Y(s)

Td(s)

Plant

Ea(s)

FIGURE CP4.4 
Unity feedback 
 system with 
 controller gain K.

CP4.1 Consider a unity feedback system with

G1s2 =
12

s2 + 2s + 10
.

Obtain the step response and determine the percent 
overshoot. What is the steady-state error?

CP4.2 Consider the transfer function (without feedback)

G1s2 =
4

s2 + 2s + 20
.

When the input is a unit step, the desired steady-state 
value of the output is one. Using the step function, show 
that the steady-state error to a unit step input is 0.8.

CP4.3 Consider the closed-loop transfer function

T1s2 =
5 K

s2 + 15s + K
.

Obtain the family of step responses for K = 10, 200, 
and 500. Co-plot the responses and develop a table 
of results that includes the percent overshoot, settling 
time, and steady-state error.

CP4.4 Consider the feedback system in Figure CP4.4. 
Suppose that the controller is

K = 10.

*647<;,9�796)3,4:
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the value is not precisely known. The objective of our 
analysis is to investigate the sensitivity of the closed-
loop system to the parameter a.

(a) When a = 1, show analytically that the steady-
state value of Y1s2 is equal to 2 when R1s2 is a 
unit step. Verify that the unit step response is 
within 2% of the final value after 4 seconds.

(b) The sensitivity of the system to changes in the 
parameter a can be investigated by studying the 
effects of parameter changes on the transient re-
sponse. Plot the unit step response for a = 0.5, 2, 
and 5. Discuss the results.

CP4.7 Consider the torsional mechanical system in 
Figure CP4.7(a). The torque due to the twisting of the 
shaft is -ku1s2; the damping torque due to the brak-
ing device is -bu1s2; the disturbance torque is Td1s2; 
the input torque is R1s2; and the moment of inertia 
of!the!mechanical system is J. The transfer function of 
the torsional mechanical system is

G1s2 =
1>J

s2 + 1b>J2s + k>J
.

(a) Develop an m-file to compute the closed-loop 
transfer function T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2 and plot the 
unit step response. (b) In the same m-file, compute 
the transfer function from the disturbance Td1s2 to 
the output Y1s2 and plot the unit step disturbance 
response. (c) From the plots in (a) and (b) above, es-
timate the steady-state tracking error to the unit step 
input and the steady-state tracking error to the unit 
step disturbance input. (d) From the plots in (a) and 
(b) above, estimate the maximum tracking error to the 
unit step input and the maximum tracking error to the 
unit step disturbance input. At approximately what 
times do the maximum errors occur?

CP4.5 Consider the closed-loop control system shown in 
Figure CP4.5. Develop an m-file script to assist in the 
search for a value of k so that the percent overshoot 
to a unit step input is P.O. Ú 1,, but P.O. … 10,.  
The script should compute the closed-loop transfer 
function T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2 and generate the step re-
sponse. Verify graphically that the steady-state error 
to a unit step input is zero.

CP4.6 Consider the closed-loop control system shown in 
Figure CP4.6. The controller gain is K = 2. The nomi-
nal value of the plant parameter is a = 1. The nominal 
value is used for design purposes only, since in reality 
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FIGURE CP4.5 
A closed-loop 
negative feedback 
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A closed-loop control system for the system is 
shown in Figure CP4.7(b). Suppose the desired angle 
ud = 0), k = 5, b = 0.9, and J = 1.
(a) Determine the open-loop response u1s2 of the 

system for a unit step disturbance.
(b) With the controller gain K0 = 50, determine 

the closed-loop response, u1s2, to a unit step 
disturbance.

(c) Plot the open-loop versus the closed-loop re-
sponse to the disturbance input. Discuss your 
results and make an argument for using closed-
loop feedback control to improve the disturbance 
rejection properties of the system.

CP4.8 A negative feedback control system is depicted 
in Figure CP4.8. Suppose that our design objective is 
to find a controller Gc1s2 of minimal complexity such 
that our closed-loop system can track a unit step input 
with a steady-state error of zero.
(a) As a first try, consider a simple proportional 

controller

Gc1s2 = K,

where K is a fixed gain. Let K = 2. Plot the unit 
step response and determine the steady-state 
error from the plot.

(b) Now consider a more complex controller

Gc1s2 = K0 +
K1

s
,

where K0 = 2 and K1 = 20. This controller is 
known as a proportional, integral (PI) controller. 
Plot the unit step response, and determine the 
steady-state error from the plot.

(c) Compare the results from parts (a) and (b), and 
discuss the trade-off between controller complex-
ity and steady-state tracking error performance.

CP4.9 Consider the closed-loop system in Figure CP4.9, 
whose transfer function is

G1s2 =
10s

s + 100
 and H1s2 =

5
s + 50

.

(a) Obtain the closed-loop transfer function T1s2 =  
Y1s2>R1s2 and the unit step response; that is, let 
R1s2 = 1>s and assume that N1s2 = 0.

-

+

Controller Process

10
s + 10

R(s) Y(s)Gc(s)FIGURE CP4.8 
A simple single-loop 
feedback control 
system.

+
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R(s) Y(s)
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FIGURE CP4.9 Closed-loop system with nonunity 
feedback and measurement noise.

(b) Obtain the disturbance response when

N1s2 =
100

s2 + 100

is a sinusoidal input of frequency v = 10 rad>s. 
Assume that R1s2 = 0.

(c) In the steady-state, what is the frequency and 
peak magnitude of the disturbance response from 
part (b)?

CP4.10 Consider the closed-loop system is depicted in 
Figure CP4.10. The controller gain K can be modified 
to meet the design specifications.
(a) Determine the closed-loop transfer function 

T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2.
(b) Plot the response of the closed-loop system for 

K = 5, 10, and 50.
(c) When the controller gain is K = 10, determine 

the steady-state value of y1t2 when the distur-
bance is a unit step, that is, when Td1s2 = 1>s and 
R1s2 = 0.

CP4.11 Consider the nonunity feedback system is de-
picted in Figure CP4.11.
(a) Determine the closed-loop transfer function 

T1s2 = Y1s2>R1s2.
(b) For K = 10, 12, and 15, plot the unit step 

 responses. Determine the steady-state errors and 
the settling times from the plots.

For parts (a) and (b), develop an m-file that computes 
the closed-loop transfer function and generates the 
plots for varying K.
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Closed-loop system A system with a measurement of the 
output signal and a comparison with the desired out-
put to generate an error signal that is applied to the 
actuator.

Complexity A measure of the structure, intricateness, or 
behavior of a system that characterizes the relation-
ships and interactions between various components.

Components The parts, subsystems, or subassemblies 
that comprise a total system.

Disturbance signal An unwanted input signal that affects 
the system’s output signal.

Error signal The difference between the desired out-
put R1s2 and the actual output Y1s2. Therefore, 
E1s2 = R1s2 - Y1s2.

Instability An attribute of a system that describes a ten-
dency of the system to depart from the equilibrium 
condition when initially displaced.

Loop gain The ratio of the feedback signal to the control-
ler actuating signal. For a unity feedback system we 
have L1s2 = Gc1s2G1s2.

Loss of gain A reduction in the amplitude of the ratio of 
the output signal to the input signal through a system, 
usually measured in decibels.

Open-loop system A system without feedback that di-
rectly generates the output in response to an input 
signal.

Steady-state error The error when the time period is 
large and the transient response has decayed, leaving 
the continuous response.

System sensitivity The ratio of the change in the system 
transfer function to the change of a process trans-
fer function (or parameter) for a small incremental 
change.

Tracking error See error signal.
Transient response The response of a system as a func-

tion of time before steady-state.

;,94:�(5+�*65*,7;:
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True or False: (1) True; (2) True; (3) False; (4)! False; 

(5) True
Multiple Choice: (6) a; (7) b; (8) a; (9) b; (10) c; (11)!a; 

(12) b; (13) b; (14) c; (15) c

Word Match (in order, top to bottom): e, h, k, b, c, f, i, 
g, d, a, j


